


Vorenberg Notes
Week Ending 5/8/74

Partial Transcript

3. Plumbers preparing for trial - Lac + Ruth had meeting last wk to
examine theory, etc. PH [Heymann] may come help.
Serious doubt as to whether will be filed - Lac basically
__ of motives - Bakes + Breyer working on summary motion.





















AN UNSOLICITED AGENDA

Five weeks from now, or sooner, you have to

have the following matters under the indicated

level of control.

A. By that time you will have made (or will

have to be ready to make) at least the

following decisions:

-- relation of your task to Senate

investigation

-- relation of your staff to Titus staff

-- the sequence of your investigative

efforts

-- the timing of the first set of indict-

ments and trials

-- the size and organization of your

staff

To be ready, you and hopefullysome members

of your permanent staff must "be on top

of the case" which means you have a good

understanding of:

i. The extent of prior investigations by

Silbert.

2. The trial preparations to date.



3. The present litigating strategy.

4. The extent of the Senate investigative

findings.

5. The Senate plans.

6. The extent of press discoveries.

7~ The legal issues facing you in the

first two months.

B. The following administrative matters

must be accomplished.

i. Office space.

2. Authorization and appropriation for

the necessary staff:

a. Lawyers.

b. Investigators.

c. Secretaries.

d. Expenses.

3. Temporary payment for consultants, etc.

4. Recruitment of necessary secretarial

help.

5. Security arrangements.

C. You have the solid core (about 10 prol

fessionals) of a permanent staff and are

prepared promptly to increase that to

30-50 if this seems necessary~
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Do

i. This means that someone has to be

going through applications and other

possibilities for an expanded staff

at the same time as you are filling

the first ten positions.

The Congress, press, and public have a

strong sense of three qualities of your

operation:

i. A growing momentum of your asserting

control of the situation.

a. There is a partial exception here

for the uncontrollable Senate with

whom you must expe~t accommodation,

not control.                  ~

2. Excellence, competence, and complete-

ness of your operation.

3. Independence and rectitude.

a. No dependence on the Administra-

tion.

b. No bias against Republicans.

c. No unethical investigative or

prosecutorial conduct.

(i) You may want some research

here as to the limits, if

any, of your early discussions

with the press and Congress.
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II. What is required during the next four weeks

to accomplish this.

A. The following matters can and should be

delegated to others, subject to consulta-

tion with you.

i. Administrative matters -- to Vorenberg.

a. Do you want to borrow an adminis-

trator such as Mezines.

2. Review of candidates for a handful of

jobs below your top two or three

positions -- Vorenberg.

a. We should try to spot about six

first-rate people With prosecutorial

experience.

3. Review of applications and candidates

for lesser jobs.

4. Press contacts on a regular b~sis --

to Heymann.

a. Do you want a full-time press

person?

5. An initial canvassing of the picture

of Watergate assembled by the press --

Heymann and Vorenberg.

6. An initial canvassing of the findings

of the Senate investigation.
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a. No immediate suggestion as to

candidate.

b. You could save time here if you

can borrow or steal an informed

member of the Senate staff.

c. You may want to duplicate this

canvassing personally.

A detailed review of the work to date

and the plans and strategy of Silbert

et al. -- your prospective deputy.

a. You will, of course, want to be

getting this in less detail yourself.

8. Study of such legal issues as you,

your prospective deputy, or others

see as imminent.

a. It would be well to duplicate the

efforts of the U.S. Attorney here.

b. This could be the responsibility

of someone at Harvard at first,      ~

if necessary.               ~

c. An initial issue is whether the

Senate hearings may be grounds for

dismissing either a subsequent

indictment or a past indictment.

The following require your personal

attention.
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Coming to understand, in less than

perfect detail, what the U.S. Attorney

now has in the way of:

-- information

-- usable evidence

-- plans

-- overall theory

a. This could be accomplished by

continuing the series of briefings

you began Friday and bunching them

together next week (as much as you

can take).

b. Your prospective deputy should be

present.

c~ So should be those checking the

Senate and press pictures; in this

way they will be in a position to

alert you to what parts of the

picture they are getting is not

covered by the present prosecution

case.

d. You should get a detailed picture

(any maybe a written statement) of:

whom they feel sure they would

indict; what notable omissions;

why the 60-90 day delay; w~at

proposed sequence of trials.
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Receiving a daily report on what is

being done by Silbert et al.

a. You must know this from now on or

your reputation as "the man in

charge" is in danger.

b. It will also convey a necessary

message to Silbert as to who has

the crucial authority.

c. The presence at these meetings of

someone who could take over if

Silbert et al. walk out is impor-

tant for obvious reasons.

d. You should check specially on

how they are handling prospec-

tive grants of immunity by the

Ervin committee.

Meeting with the members of the Ervin

committee and discussing the possible

relations of the two proceedings.

a. Since the issues are likely to be

unclear at first, you may want to

ask them to allow you to discuss

the possible impact of their

hearings shortly before they

resume and after you have had a

chance to explore this issue.
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b. In the final analysis they will

have to decide whether to adjust

what they do to the risks to

prosecution you describe but

these risks have to be spelled

out to them in advance.

c. You may want a permanent staff

man to maintain staff-to-staff

contact. We have applicants.

Making your ahoice as to title~ and

occupants of your top 3-5 positions.

Establishing guidelines as to con-

flicts of interest.

a. You may want letters from each

new staff member revealing or

disclaiming any possible conflicts.

Establishing the terms of your rela-

tionship to the A.G. and Peterson.

Establ±shing the terms and mechanisms

of your relation to:

a. The F.B.I.

b. The Controller General (Elmer

Stats) and Sam Hughes.

By the end of 4-5 weeks deciding on,

communicating, and establishing a new

relation of Silbert et al. to your

litigating staff.
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Messrs. Cox and VorenbergJ June 18, 1973

Phil Heymann

Turning Political Capital Into
Other Resources by July 15th

I. I think that, over the long haul, you don’t need a
reputation for political power created by either alliances
with Senators or a high level of continuing public attention.
Your job is to bring prosecutions competently and to state
with obvious fairness additional conclusions (as to the
President, the conditions and beliefs that made all these
events more likely, the people ~no sat by idly without reveal-
ing what they knew, etc.). No one is likely to try to inter-
fere with the prosecutions. Although the reports you issue
are predictably going to be attacked for political partisan-
ship, you will be vulnerable or not depending upon your
reputation for fairness (as bolstered by careful hi-partisan
staffing); not much will tuz~ on a reputation for political
muscle.

2. It is very good that you won’t need much from the
Senate or the Executive in the long run; for as the public
wearies of Watergate (when or before the Senate hearin~ are
over) and as partisan Presidential politics resume (about the
time you are writing reports), your political base will
weaken substantially. What you have to do now is consider
what you can spend your present political power on that will
be available in the leaner months ahead for doing your job.
It’s worth setting down very specifically what you’re going
to need that you should nail down now. Here’s a starting
list, some of which we’ve already got:

ao An appropriation for a very sizable professional
and support staff.

b. Office quarters for such a staff and equipment.



The middle-level and senior-level team leaders
who will be more likely to sign on while the
issue is hot.

Whatever access to Presidential and White House
papers you are going to get.

Whatever access to CIA and DOD internal security
operations you are going to get.

Any major incursions on the ordinary allocation
of FBI personnel (with a shifting to your business).

3. There are also certain cases which you can only safely
initiate during the next two months. I have in mind:

Any challenge to the President’s notion of
national security or executive privilege -- the
"Plumbers" case.

b. Any sharp challenge to the relationship of campaign
contributions to executive action (e.g., the milk
producers) .

c. You can, and should, think of others.
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1242 In.aria Buildi~

Dear D~an:

Perhaps ~os= ~ortan=, we a~. bec~ enor~oumly fond
Of you in ~ weeks and were sorry =o see y~a go. As
~he one who dealt wi~h you most, I am p&r~iculariy
gre~eful.

Sl~eere y,

JV:rk

J&mes Vorenberg
Assi~tamt Special Prosecutor
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Jim Vorenberg earlier had asked me to draw up

a possible list of reporters~ to see Cox in individual meetings, and

I have attached a copy of the memorandum I gave him, if it wil! be

of help to you. I also have attached a memorandum on a number of

requests from reporters for interviews--including the television

news programs. I think it will be important to work out scheduling

rapidly, so that the reporters are not left dangling.

When you set up the schedule, I would try-to

get back to all the ~ reporters on the same day, give them their

proposed interview times, and say that the scheduling is being done

on a fair basis. Otherwise, they’l! all start complaining.

If there are too many for Cox to handle, I

suggest you talk to Vorenberg about his being interviewed by a

number of the reporters. In fact, I think it probably wotuld be

good, to get everyone in ~s~quiok~y as possible, to split them

between C~x and Vorenberg. Vorenberg is very good with reporters

and knows exactly what should be ~aid and what should not be

discussed. I would lean heavily on him for assistance and guidance.

When you have briefings or news ~£e~ conferences, I think

some of them should be handled by Vorenberg. He has had two so-

called housekeeping news conferences to far, which the reporters

have found very helpful, and I think you may wish to continue those.

Vorenberg is very fast on his feet, and handles the press extremely

well. He also has another ability that is important--unlike many

Federal officials, he is polite and pleasant to reporters, and they
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respond to him very well.

Vorenberg a!so has an excellent eye for

possible problems in answers to the press, and I would seek

his guidance on any ~~ press inquiries that hold the

hint of difficulties. You’ll also find that he has a very good

attitude about making available all possible information to

reporters.

On press releases and news conferences, I ~

would seek to strike as good a balance as possible between morning

and afternoon papers. You’ll find that the afternoon papers often

wi!l complain, if everything is set up on morning newspaper time.

One simple way to do it is to alternate, going with one news

conference at I0 a.m., the next one at 2 p.m. And you can do the

same sort of thing with releases. I would keep in mind, however,

that you always should schedule things to hit the evening network

television news programs. TV reporters tel! me that 3 p.m. is about

the latest they can attend a news<conference, and still make the

evening network shows.

When you get a press inquiry, I would write dowr

the answer--even if it is ~ routine. It’s then almost like a

statement, so that you always know you’re on firm ground. And this

way you give each reporter the same information. If two reporters

get all the details, and 20 others only some of them, then you’ll

have 20 reporters mad at you. This fairness doctrine is essential.







July 31, 1973

James Vorenberg, Esq.
Assistant Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Vorenberg:

As an attorney and counselor at law, you are hereby
specially retained and appointed as a special attorney
under the authority of the Department of Justice to
assist in the investigation currently being conducted
by a Grand Jury of the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia into possible violations of 18
United States Code sections 2511 and 2512 and other of-
fenses by various persons, and to assist in the investi-
gation conducted by any other Grand Jury of the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia.

In the above mentioned connection, you are hereby
speci~ically directed to conduct and authorized to
participate in such civil and criminal proceedings, in-
cluding grand jury proceedings and proceedings before
committing magistrates, which United States Attorneys
are authorized by law to conduct and participate in.

You are to serve without compensation other than the
compensation you are now receiving under existing ap-
pointment.

Please execute the required oath of office and forward
a duplicate thereof to me.

Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor



To:

From:

Archibald Cox

James Vorenberg

Except for a few loose-ends, I have completed or

turned over to Hank my responsibilities as general assis-

tant. He now knows everything I know and more (about the

WSPF, that is).

At this point, I can either quietly disappear or

take on ~ different and more limited role which I outline

below. I would prefer the latter, but would not be unhappy

with the former.

I would be glad to continue as a Special Assistant

for the following purposes or any others you wish.

i. Undertaking responsibility to enable you to

report at the completion of your assignment, or earlier if the

occasion should arise, how you went about your task. This

would include a chronicle of significant organizational and

substantive decisions from beginning to end. My own sense is

that you ought to issue such a report because of the unique

position you are in and the importance of public confidence

in future years in what you did. Much of this job would be

drawing together internal and public documents while they are

fresh and providing continuity and context. Doing this

would help and be helped by # 2 below.

Of course, doing the preparatory work for such a re-

port or reports would not commit you on whether or how to issue
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it. It would be work done for you and you would retain com-

plete control over it.

2. Being available to offer suggestions or reac-

tions from a less pressured vantage-point than someone with

day-to-day responsibility. Hank has referred to this as an

evaluation role, and has some experience and thoughts on it.

3. Taking on specific tasks which may not be part

of the prosecutions but be part o~responsibility. One

possible example at the moment would be the preparation of a

report on the Justice Department’s role in the investigation -

and the effect of this whole mess on the Department.

4. Be avai~ble for other focused assignments.

I could be available about half time during the

rest of the summer and five or six days a month during the

school year - and more when necessary. I believe that is

about the minimum that would provide sufficient continuity

to make me useful. If, as I hope, Phil Heymann would want

to collaborate with me on about the same basis, this would

give you a substantial block of time.

My sense is that by nature you may have an anti-

consultant bias (which in general I share). I hope it goes

without saying that you should feel not the slightest embarrassment

in presenting me with a gold-watch and sending me back to

Cambridge.



With the exception of a couple of loose ends I

have now turned over to Hank all organizational responsi-

bilities. I am working on a memorandum and should have

that for you soon. I have been thinking about what sort of

continuing role - if any - I might play for you.

Specifically, I am setting out a proposal that

(with Phil Heymann’s collaboration if he and you wish) ~/

take responsibility for enabling you to report at the end

on how you went at your task and what the basis for

important decisions was. To a considerable extent such a

report (or reports) would be based on the written record -

emeoranda, letters, and public documents. But I have the

sense that unless someone takes on the job concurrently it

is unlikely that a clear and complete report will be pro-

duced.

It may seem ~omewhat self-conscious for you to be

planning for such a report now. But the unique nature of

the Special Prosecutor’s position, including the cmmplex

relationship with the White House, Justice and Congress,

and the subject matter of your investigation makes it

desirable that you be in a position to issue such a report

if you wish to do so. This is not simply a matter of satis-

fying historians, academics, and journalists. Disclosing
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and discussing how you went at your task may be important

to the national rehabilitation task you have undertaken.

Doing the preparatory work which is what I en-

vision would not commit you as to what kind of report to

issue - or whether to issue a peport at all. It would be

part of the work-product of your office and you would not

give up control over how it was to be used.

There are a few obvious worries you should have

about such a proposal. First, whether it will commit you

to a course you may not want to follow. As indicated above,

I think it should be understood at the outset that it would

not. Second, would the development of material for such a

report create additional risks of leaks. I believe that

depends on who yQu have doing the job. Third, would it be

disruptive of the investigation and prosecution. Again,

this depends on how and by when the job is done. I would

hope that in the course of pulling together information, we

would be able to make important suggestions for closer

coordination of different parts of the investigation or

offer specific suggestions that those working on the day-

to-day operation might miss. In this respect, the task

would support Hank’s and Harry Bratt’s roles.



I am not entirely clear how much time would be

required and it would vary at different times. Since Phil

(assuming he participated) and I are closest to the early

history of the operation, it would not be difficult to

deal with the first two months. Thereafter perhaps some-

thing on the order of a day or two a week (mostly in

Washington) should suffice.

I have discussed this proposal only with Hank

at the moment. He cangive you his views.

I hope it goes without saying that you should

feel not the slightest embarrassment in telling me that this

is a hare-brained idea (it would not be the first). I

M±~X~±~H~X~X~ would then wind up what I am working on

now and quietly fade away. I would be available for

special assignments if that should ever help you.
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For the Prosecution, Independence
By James Vorenberg

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -- On May 25,
1973, the Federal Code of Regula~tions
which sets out the rules issued by the
executive branch of Government was
amended by an order giving Archibald
Cox, the new special prosecutor, "full
authority" for investigating and prose-
curing offenses relating to the Water-
gate break-in, offenses arising out
the ]972 Presidential election and alle-
gations involving the President, men>
bets of the White House staff or
Presidential appointees.

The order granted Mr. Cox specific
authority to determine whether or not
to contest the assertion of executive
privilege. The premise of the order
was that since our system of justice
grants tile prosecutor almost unlimited
power to decide who will and who
will not be investigated and charged
with crime, it is unthinkable that those
who might be under investigation
should control the prosecutor’s office.

I recall vividly that during the early
days when we were setting up the
new special prosecutor’s office, the
press and Congress were worried and
suspicious that Mr. Cox might just be
lending respectability to a continuing
cover-up--tbat the White House still
might be secretly pulling the strings
on the prosecution as John Dean i~as
said he did as liaison man between
the White House and the Department
of Justice. As time went on, however,
it became clear to everyone that Mr.
Cox, with the full support of Attorney
General Richardson, was completely
independent of the White House. And
before long he was fired.

The lesson seems clear enough.
Congress and the public accepted one
experiment with trying to achieve
independence for a special prosecutor
within the executive branch. That
experiment had the benefit of some
men of extraordinary character~
Messrs. Cox and Richardson and
William Ruckelshaus who first as
acting director of the F.B.I. and then
as Deputy Attorney General did all he
could to assist Mr. Cox. The experi-
ment failed because President Nixon
was unwilling to comply with the
arrangement in which he had origi-
nally acquiesced. There is no reason
to think that the President would
show any more restraint if another
special prosecutor within the executive
branch tried to be truly independent.

The necessity tbat the prosecutor
be able to seek tapes and White House
documents through normal judicial
processes is reason enough to remove
the prosecution from the executive
branch. But there are other reasons
which have not received as much
prominence in recent weeks¯ The
White House was clearly unhappy
with the scope and vigor of Mr. Cox’s
investigation into such matters as the
White House special investigations
unit (affectionately known as the
"plumi)ers") and campaign contribu-
hons.

It is a sale bet that a new executive-
branci~.special prosecutor would get
this message at the outset. And
because ti~e prosecm.or’s and the
F.B.I.’s actions in conducting an inves-
tigation are largely invisible from the
press and the public, we might never
know the full limiting effect of the
nlessage.

When (and if) a new ’prosecutor’s
investigations reach the charging stage,
how much confidence couid we have
that decisions on who would be
charged with what crime and who
would be offered leniency in return
for guilty pleas had not been quietly
tailored?

Lawyers experienced in prosecuting
large conspiracy cases know that it is
often necessary to offer leniency to
relatively minor conspirators to induce
them to give information against
higher-ups but without trust in the
prosecutor’s independence how could
we be sure that leniency would not
be used, instead, as an inducement for
silence? The Agnew case shows the
extent to which the prosecutor’s role
in plea negotiation involves enormous-
ly subjective judgments. If such judg-
ments in cases involving persons close
to th~ President were made by one
whose independence from the Presi-
dent was necessarily in doubt, they
would not deserve public confidence.

The need for a truly independent
prosecutor is underlined by one fur-
ther problem of great urgency. Some
of the important information in the
special prosecutor’s files came from
persons who gave it in reliance on
Mr. Cox’s inde.pendenee. It would be
cruelly unfair to them and damaging
to further investigation if such infor-
mation were made available to a semi-
independent prosecutor appointed by
the President.

Mr. Cox’s former staff has done ~
great public service by remaining on

tile job under the most difficult cir-
cumstances and thereby maintaining
the integrity of the investigation and
of the files. In order to continue the
momentum of the investigation, in
which so much of the country’s moral
energy has been invested, the district
court should maintain protective con-
trol oxer the files and Congress should
act without delay on the proposal that
it authorize the court to appoint a
special prosecutor.

Janles Vorenberg, who lamas an assist-
ant to Archibald Cox m setting up tl~e
Watergate special prosecution force,
is u pro/’essor at Harvard Law School.



WAYERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United States Department of Justice

1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

December 4, 1973

Mr. Ronald Ziegler
Assistant to the President

and Press Secretary
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Ziegler:

I think that both of us would agree that a public
exchange of accusations and denials of alleged staff-
prejudice in the Special Prosecutor’s office could serve
no useful purpose and I do not propose to engage in such
an effort. The accusation that has been leveled against
my staff, however, should not remain without comment lest
an absence of denial be construed as concurrence.

When first I assumed this task, I had been fore-
warned, based on rumor to.be sure¥ that there were those
in the Special Prosecutor’~ office who were zealots,
determined to achieve their own end, regardless of truth.
I am now prepared to assure you, after a month of close
association with the staff, that this suspicion is totally
unfounded. I have worked daily with my principal sub-
ordinates, reviewing data that is being assembled, addi"
tional sources to explore, recommendations to consider and
action to be taken. In my experience at the bar, I have
found no group who as a whole are more objective, more
fair-minded and more dedicated to a search for the truth
than is this unusual group of talented lawyers. Should I
find any among them who do not meet the qualifications of
fairness and objectivity, I would not hesitate to dismiss
them.

The responsibilities this office shoulders are those
of fairness to al! who have been the subject of serious
allegations within our sphere of jurisdiction; conversely
there are also obligations of fairness to the American
people. The rules of law must be equally applied no
matter whom they reach and this, I can assure you, is the
direction in which our efforts are channeled.
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The proper application of the prosecutorial function
has been well defined in the American Bar Association’s
Code of Professional Responsibility. These have been dis-
tributed to all members of the staff and I am confident
that you wil! find that these tenets wil! be respected.

The generalization of your assertions gives me
nothing to investigate. If you have any knowledge of un-
fairness on the part of any member of my staff, I would
appreciate your imparting it to me. Moreover, if you wish,
I shall be glad to meet with you for a ful! discussion of
this matter.

Sincerely,

LEON JAWORSKI
Special Prosecutor



\V.-\TERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE I)EPARTMENT OF - Z;~TICE

To     " Leon Jaworski DATE" Jan. 14, q_974
Special Prosecutor

FROM Philip A. Lacovara

Production of Evidence to the House Judiciary Co_.~---4ttee
(Impeachment Inquiry)

Later than I had hoped, I am now in a position to Five
you written confirmation of the advice I gave you orally
week that there are no absolute lega! restraints on the co-
operation with the l@gitimately constituted committee of
Eouse of Representatives that is inquiring whether there
grounds for impeachment of the President. I regret that
had to take public positions on related issues before I was
able to provide you with the attached memorandum, which I
believe accurately and thoughtfully analyzes these questio~_~_

In particular I poin~ out that we have the explic!~
responsibility for._ investigating and prosecuting allegatiom_~
against the PreSident. This is perhaps the.principal aspen--_
of the Department of Justice mandate to the Special Prosec,~rr
~nd reflects the deliberate determination of the Senate. ~--~s,
we cannot properly remain neutral on this subject. Any evif~nce
tending to show criminal complicity by the President in-ou~
possegsion must be dealt with either.through the grand ju_--_-
process -- by indictment or presentment to the House -- or
our transmission of it to the House Judiciary Committee, if
it is determined as a matter of law or as a matter of poli~
that the President should not be subjected to the ordinary
crimina! justice process.

The fact that we have possession of evidence for
by the grand jury does not preclude its disclosure to the
Eouse, if disclosure is otherwise warranted. Although    ~
not familiar with any commitments you may have personal!y
given to the White House that go beyond what would otherwis.~
be imposed by law, I believe that al! of the material tham
~¢e have obtained from the White House, under subpoena or i_~
lieu of subpoena, could properly be disclosed to the House.
They are not covered by the provisions of Rule 6(e) since th~v
have an existence independent of the proceedings before the
grand jury. Second, they relate to the lawful inquiry by a
com~ittee discharging a function of the highest importance
our government and expressly provided for by the ConstitutL:~..



Third, since at the very least these materials have been given
to us, either under subpoena or in lieu of subpoena, for
presentation to the grand jury (and I assume to a petit jury
in a public trial) there is no remaining claim of executive
privilege, since that claim has either been finally rejected
by the Court of Appeals(in certain instances) or has been
waived by the voluntary production of additional materials
for use outside the Executive Branch.

As indicated by Henry Ruth’s memorandum of this date,
it seems to me that the major open question is whether you
prefer to deal with this ew[dence through the grand jury process
or t~ough the impeacg~ent process.

Attac_hment

cc: Henry Ruth
Peter M. Kreindler
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4. What LDF confronts is similar corrupt -- of, Manned by same people --
same contempt

--Harder to deal with - less dramatic move to civil        -[last word
looks like "school"] seemed to have public support in ’72 elect..
--More conflicted, pictures less dramatic, just as crucial
--If I had to choose between seeing Admin         in b/i + cover-up
or              [halting civil rb], would choose former





LAW SCHOOL

To .... Phil. Heymann ,~ .............................................

FRoM Jim...V,.or~ ......................................................

Attached are my responses. I hope they
are of some help. As we previously
discussed, I understand they will not
be used in anyway without my prior
approval as to how they are to be
used, and that, in any event, it would
be made clear at the outset of any
material that my responses related only
to administrative matters and to the
first few weeks of the operation.



JV
4/16/74

Note: These answers relate only to,the first few weeks of the
Special Prosecutor’s office.

1. At the outset, jobs were not specifically defined. I served
as a general assistant for AC.

2. Not specifically. I never felt I had a free hand. ~ince the
office was small there was constant communication so AC and PH
and I were in continuing consultation on hiring and structure.

Hired staff, particullrly people to take preliminary responsi-
bility for different areas, make arrangements for space, arrange
for appropriations, and begin to get on top of all aspects of
the case.

Some of each. We had set an appropriations figure that en~
visioned a specific number of people, but we recognized ~tha~t
we had considerable flexibility in grade levels, etc. and,
if ~ecessary, could probably get more slots. At the outset
we were just trying to get a few very good people to enable
us to get a picture of what the investigation would involve.

5 & 6. At the outset many ~people were doing several things, and
there were several shifts. We always knew that task force
heads would be key positions but did not try to fix on them
until we had a feel for what was involved in each area. We
knew we needed some experienced prosecutors but also some very
bright energetic younger people who could help develop the
case.

7. A considerable role, Actually final degi~ions on .~ask force
heads were made relatively late, so a substa~,ti~~/ number of
younger people were alreadyworking on th~ areas when~the task
force heads became set.,<~~                             ~ ~

8. AC, PH (in some cases), Hank Ruth when he joined the staff,
several other people such as Tom McBride and. some of the younger
people played an important role in identifying’ goo~i.people
and helping to decide on which ones should be hired~

9. ~he bighter the level the larger the role. AC and I (,and
others) discussed particular assignments and what kind
person would be good for them. He met most of the prospective
hirees and spent a fair amount of time with the higher ~ve!
people. We also spent a great deal of time ~n the beginnl~g
going over names, criteria, etc,~



i0. At one time we thought ~f ~wo deputies (one for administration
and one as the top prosecutor) . As the work evolved, and as
we saw different people we concluded that Hank Ruth with some
prosecution experience and a skilled administration looked
like the best bet. My recollection is we made that decision
in mid-June, and that he started in early July. There were.:.
no transitional or organizational problems because he essen-
tially took over my functions in a gradual way. We were
very much interested in hiring a Republican as deputy and
talked to some possibilities but none of them worked out.

ii. All ways. Many wrote in. Many were recommended by people
we knew and, in some instances, we went after specific
people.

12.

13.

14.

17.

PH and I did most of the initial interviewing, but as new
staff came on it was shared.

Previous experience and, for the young people, an outstanding
school record and recommendations were important. We tried
to get a distribution of schools, parts of the country, etc.
I do not recall inquiring about political affiliation al-
though we were aware that it would be good if there was some
spread.

Having worked with somebody or recommendations from people
with very hi.~h~ standards.

Some.

See answer to # 13. I think the image worried us and re-
sulted in some press comment but did not hamper us.

Yes. In a few instances we might have made other choices
with more time, but I am not thinking of any particular
such instance.

Not that I recall.

No particular difficulties in getting the building. We did
have some complicated problems in getting space to expand and
this resulted in our taking space on the floor below instead
of expanding horizontally.

I do not recall the time specifically but it was early.
think the decision was wise.



21. By personal contacts directly or through assistants. I
think he had a clear picture of what was going on in all
task forces.                                          ~

22. Yes. By informal contacts, particularly via the deputy,
Peter Kreindler, Phil Lacovara and myself. T~ weekly staff
meetings were useful, but were not the principal means of
such communication.

23. Yes, although there.were different approaches as to how it~
should be done. The immediate need was to catch up with all.
of the testimony, etc. that had accumulated and was continu-
ing to accumulate and which related to our work. This
evolved into a very comprehensive communication system which
is presently in use and which is under the direction of a
s[~staff.

24. Nothing to add to other comments.

25. All the care that the situation permitted. At the time the
budget was set it was ~mply our best guess as to what the
job would require. I do not think it was seen as a "bureau-
cratic means of control~.’’                          ~,’..

26. ~ We made a decision within the first few days that we wanted the
same kind of security the FBI had for its sensitive areas and
asked the FBI and Department of Justice security people to
make the arrangements. (This relates to physical security.)
We recognized this mlght be excessive for some purposes but,
in fact, I think it was valuable. There had been many Dress
leaks preceding AC’s appointment and th%y.~ontinued for un-
identifiable sources in~thefirst few d~ys af~h.eL~ard~.o We tried
to channel all news through a public information office starting
from an early point and ~h~ impress on all staff members the
need to avoid other press Contacts.

27 & 28. These are beyond the administrative matters that I
feel I can discuss .... ~



1. What was your job in the SPO office?

2. When you were first hired, how specifically did AC

define your role in the SPO?

-- Did he generally give you a free hand in hiring and

setting up structure?

3. In the beginning, what did you feel had to be done

immediately?

4. Did you make a decision as to how many people to hire

at the beginning?

-- Or did you just hire to fill needs?

5. Did you feel a need to get many staff people on board

before deciding in what specific positions you would

place them and what they would be doing?

6. Was there an attempt made to hire upper level people

before lower level people?

7. Once upper level people were on board, what role did

they play hiring?

8. Who other than yourself made decisions about hiring?

9. How closely did AC supervise hiring of people at various

levels of responsibility?

-- Did he look at specific people; suggest criteria for

specific jobs; suggest general criteria; etc.?

i0. What criteria were you looking for in a Deputy Prosecutor?

-- Was serious thought given to hiring a Republican?



-- Was the Deputy intended to more of an administrator?

-- Did the late resolution of hiring a Deputy create

problems for the organization, for AC, for the Deputy?

II. How did you come across names of people to hire?

-- What specific places did you look?

12. How did the whittling down process work?

-- Who interviewed?

13. What criteria were used in deciding how to hire?

-- Age?

-- Previous experience?

-- Political affiliation?

-- Schooling?

14. In retrospect, what were the most reliable indicators

among these criteria in predicting job performance?

15. Did you get older people -- average age was very young.

16. The reputation of the staff in the press was young,

Democratic, Ivy League.

-- Was any attempt made to get away from these images?

-- Did this image hamper the SPO in any way?

17. Was there a need to hire people very quickly?

-- If there had been more time, would the types of

people hired be any different?

18. Was the~ ever a fear that a young, aggressive, and

enthusiastic staff would create control problems for the

top level staff?



19. What were the difficulties in getting a proper building

for the SPO?

-- Did you set a high priority?

20. When was the decision made to divide the SPO’s office

into 5 task forces?

-- In retrospect was this a wise decision?

-- Were the task forces treated differently by AC - how?

21. How closely did AC keep tabs in working of the various

task forces?

-- How well did he know what was going on at the lower

levels?

22. Was there a need for coordination between the various

parts of the SPO?

-- If so, how was this combed out?

-- What were major problems?

-- How successful were the weekly staff meetings?

23. Did you put a high priority on developing an informational

system?

-- What were major obstacles in establishing this system?

-- Were others tried and rejected?

24. Generally, this was a small office.

-- What are the particular problems in setting up and

administering such an office?

25. Did much care go into setting up the budget?

-- Was it regarded as a bureaucratic means of control?

- 3 -



26.

27.

28.

Security, of course, was a major concern.

-- How did you deal with it?

-- What about press leaks?

What did you think the 4 or 5 major decisions of the

SP’s office were?

We’d be very interested in anything you could tell us

about negotiations between AC and ER; and about rela-

tionships between the SPO and the Ervin Committee.

- 4 -





IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATIONS
FOR SEARCH WARP~NTS TO OPEN AND
SEIZE CONTENTS OF SAFE DEPOSIT
BOXES 147 AND 446, BANK OF VIRGINIA,
PULASKI, VIRGINIA

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION
FOR SEARCH WARRANT

Peter M. Kreindler, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

i. I am an officer of the Department of Justice currently serving

as Executive Assistant to Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski. Among my

duties are the investigation and preparation of criminal cases in4olving

violations of federal law within the jurisdiction of the Special

Prosecutor under regulations of the Department of Justice.

2. I make this affidavit in support of the attached applications

for a search warrant to search the safe deposit boxes bearing numbers

147 and 446 at the Bank of Virginia, at Pulaski, Virginia, in the

Western District of Virginia. The allegations hereinafter set forth

are based on my own personal knowledge except to the extent they are

indicated to be on information and belief.

3. There is currently pending in the United States District

Court for the District of Columbia criminal case number 74-110, United

States v. John N. Mitchell, et al., the so-called Watergate cover-up

case. The indictment against six defendants in that ca~e alleges a

conspiracy to obstruct justice by, among other means, destroying or

concealing evidence of improper or illegal activities under the auspices

of high White House officials and officials of the Committee for the

Re-Election of the President.

4. E. Howard Hunt, Jr., a former employee of the White House,

was charged with conspiracy and substantive violations relating to

the illegal entry and wiretapping of the Democratic Nationa! Committee

Headquarters at the Watergate Office Building in Washington, D. C., on

June 17, 1372. Hunt pleaded guilty to the indictment in United States



v. G. Gordon Liddy, et al., D.D.C. Crim. No. 1827-72, in January, 1973.

Hunt’s name first surfaced in connection with the Watergate break-in

shor:!v after his name was found in the telephone address book of one

of the burglars following the burglar’s arrest in the early morning

hours of June 17, 1972.

5. Information developed in the course of the investigation of

the break-in indicates that severa! conspirators were engaged in the

destruction and/or the concealment of incriminating material in the hours

and days shortly after that break-in.

6. According to overt act number four of count one of the

indictment in United States v. Mitchell, et al., ~ached.ho~~

~ certain documents and materials were removed from E. Howard

Hunt’s safe in the White House Executive Office Building on or about

° June 19, 1972, allegedly to prevent disclosure of unlawful or embarrassing

activities in which Mr. Hunt was connected.

7. Upon information and belief, Peter H. Wolf, previously an

attorney for Roy Hensel Sheppard in the District of Columbia, informed

Assistant United States Attorneys for the District of Columbia in the

spring of 1973 that Mr. Sheppard had in his possession documents and .

papers pertinent to the Watergate investigation, which papers Mr.

Sheppard had removed from the office of E. Howard Hunt, Jr. in the

Old Executive Office Building, Washington, D. C., on the Sunday or the

second Sunday following the Watergate break-in of June 17, 1972.

8. On May 16, 1973, Roy Hensel Sheppard testified before a grand.

jury for the United States District Court for the District of Columbia

that in June, 1972 he was an agent for W.T.C. Air Freight, soliciting

business from the Committee for the Re-Election of the President. He

further testified that he arranged for roughly four to ~ive thousand

shipments for the Committee by delivering boxes of campaign materials

from the headquarters of the Committee for the Re-Election of the

President at 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. to the airport.

9. Although Mr. Sheppard stated in his testimony on May 16, 1973,

that he had on at least two occasions stated to his attorney, Mr. Wolf,

that he had in his possession Watergate papers, he testified that these

statements to Mr. Wolf were not true. Mr. Sheppard further testified

that he had informed Mr. Cotten, who was then representing him, that



he had received approximately four cartons of materials from the

Committee for the Re-Election of the President containing pamphlets

relazin{ to black voters, which he had been instructed to destroy.

He further testified that he had destroyed all but a few pamphlets.

i0. Upon information and belief, Roy Hensel Sheppard testified

again before the same grand jury on June ii, 1973. At this time he

testified that on June 18 or June 25, 1972, he received a telephone call

and spoke with a woman who did not identify herself. According to

Mr. Sheppard’s testimony, he met this woman pursuant to an agreement

reached on the telephone at a lounge opposite the TWA counter at

National Airport in Washington, D. C. This woman, who said she had been

given Sheppard’s name by the Com]nittee for the Re-Election of the

President, asked Sheppard if he could keep six or eight cartons in

transit for an indefinite period. Sheppard further testified that they

agreed to meet again that evening to transfer the cartons. According

to his testimony, they met again later that evening, at which time he

transferred six or eight cartons from the trunk of her black limousine

to his car and she gave him five one-hundred dollar bills. Sheppard

further testified that he did not know the identity of the woman at this

time, but that she was similar in appearance to a picture of Mrs. E.

Howard Hunt he later saw in a newspaper.

ii. Upon information and belief, Mr. Sheppard also testified on

June ii, 1972 that shortly before the November 1972 election he received

a telephone call from Kenneth Smith of the Committee for the Re-Election

of the President, who said that there would be no more shipments and

who instructed Sheppard to destroy all materials on hand because they

were no longer needed. Mr. Sheppard further testified that he then

destroyed four cartons of pamphlets he had in his office, and then

decided to and in fact did destroy the six to eight cartons still in

his car by placing them in the District of Columbia incinerator. He

testified that he did not examine the contents.

12. Harold Johnson O’Brien, wh~identified himself as a friend

of Mr. Sheppard, has informed Assistant Special Prosecutors, including

myself, that in the early spring of 1974, Mr. Sheppard stated to him

that on June 18, 1972, Mr. Sheppard had removed cartons of material

from the office of E. Howard Hunt, Jr. in the Old Executive Office



Building, Washington, D. C. Mr. O’Brien further stated that Mr.

Sheppard claimed that despite his instructiQns to destroy these material

he still had them in his control. Mr. O’Brien further informed us that

Mr. Sheppard had stated that the materials contained damaging political

informaticn relating -to the Co~ittee for the Re-Election of the

President, including correspondence relating to John N. Mitchell and

Maurice Stans and campaign contributions.

13. Mr. O’Brien stated that he would inform us of the location

and custodian of the materials removed from E. Howard Hunt’s office, if

we would agree not to prosecute Mr. Sheppard for any transactions or

statements relating to these materials. After receiving such assurances

in a letter from Deputy Specia! Prosecutor Henry S. Ruth, Jr., Mr. O’Bri~

informed us that Mr. Sheppard had stated to him that the papers were in

a safe deposit box in a bank in Pulaski, Virginia, in the name of

Mr. Sheppard’s sister.

14. Upon information and belief, Special Agents of the F.B.I.

have determined that there are two safe deposit boxes at the Bank of

Virginia, in Pulaski, Virginia, registered under the names of relatives

of Roy Hensel Sheppard. The first box, box number 446, is rented by

James W. Sheppard and Lena B. Sheppard. The Special Agents have further

determined that James W. Sheppard is a brother of Roy Sheppard and

that Lena B. Sheppard is a sister of Roy Sheppard. The second box,

box number 147, is rented by Mrs. C.F. Sheppard and Clayton K. Sheppard.

The agents have determined that Mrs. C.F. Sheppard is believed to be the

mother of Roy Sheppard and that Clayton K. Sheppard is a brother of

Roy Sheppard.    Each rental agreement shows the address of the lessees

as P. O. Box 444, Pulaski, Virginia.

14. Upon information and belief, safe deposit box number 446,

at the Bank of Virginia, in Pulaski, Virginia, was last entered on

September ii, 1972 by Lena B. Sheppard, the sister of Roy Sheppard, and

safe deposit box number 147, was last entered on July i0, 1972 by

Mrs. C. F. Sheppard, believed to be the mother of Roy Sheppard.’

15. Upon information and belief, Special Agents of the F.B.I.

interviewed Clayton K. Sheppard, 6006 Amherst Avenue, Springfield,

Virginia, on the evening of August 15, 1974. Mr. Sheppard stated to the

Specia! Agents that he did not have a safe deposit box in Pulaski,

Virginia, but that other members of his family did.



16. Upon information and belief, Special ~Agents of the F.B.I.

interviewed Roy Hensel Sheppard, James W. Sheppard and Lena B. Sheppard,

5375 Duke Street, Alexandmia, Virginia, on the evening of August 15,

1974. Roy Hensel Sheppard stated to the agents that he did not have

in his cus~o!y or control any documents relating to the Watergate

affair. Lena B. Sheppard and James W. Sheppard stated thah they had

not been asked to take possession of any cartons of material from Roy

Hensel Sheppard, and had not deposited any such materials in their safe

deposit box in Pulaski, Virginia. They further stated that they had

last entered their box to search for a house deed. Lena B. Sheppard

and James B. Sheppard refused to consent to a search of their safe

deposit box by a government agent with them present.

Acknowledged and sworn to this day of August, 1974.

Peter M. Kreindler



WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

September I0, 1974

Leon Jaworski, Esquire
Special Prosecutor
Jatergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
!~25 K Street, N.W.
~Jashington, D.C. 20005

Dear ~-~,~. Jaworski:

~ne departmental order establishing the Office of Special
~rosecutor requires that "The Specia! Prosecutor .      sha!l
upon completion of his assig-nment submit a fina! report to the
appropriate persons or entities of the Congress." As you
know, the Senate Judiciary Co~-rnittee was involved in the
formulation of this mandate, and you have previously provided
:o the Conznittee interim reports under your charter.

~nat charter specifically vests you with full authority
"for investigating and prosecuting offenses against the United
States arising out of the unauthorized entry into Democratic
}~ational Committee headquarters at the Watergate," and also
’allegations involving the President." On September 8, 1974,
however, President Ford pardoned former President Nixon,
~hereby precluding a judicial determination of his involvement
in the Watergate cover-up case and his possible criminal
iiabi!i=y in other areas of inquiry you have been pursuing.

In our opinion, President Ford’s action does not affect
~;~our responsibility to complete all of your investigations and
to report to the Congress fully on the evidence obtained in
the course of your investigation. We believe that it is
consistent with your mandate, and clearly in the nationa! in-
terest, to include in your final report a full and complete
record detailing azm~ involvement of the.former President in
r~tters under investigation by you.



Leon Jaworski, Esquire
September i0, 1974
Page 2

We know, of course, that you would not present your report
unti! such time as its release would not prejudice any judicial
actions. We would also expect that you would solicit from Mr.
Nixon his response to your proposed report, if he desires to make
one, so that you may incorporate it and thereby provide a fair and
complete record on this matter.

For reasons which are obvious we are sure you wil! agree
that recent events have made this further aspect of your
responsibility to the American people no less vital than
the outstanding service you have already rendered and the
investigation and litigation you will undertake hereafter.

We will look fo~ard to the receipt of your fina! report.

Sincerely,

,



Leon Jaworski Sept. 13, 1974

James Vorenberg

Per our discussion. You may want to call Tom
Henderson on Kennedy’s staff (or have Hank or
Phil call him) to give a somewhat fuller picture.
I think the letter is okay as it stands, but
you may want to warm it up.

You should talk to Jim Doyle when you send it
about release.

cc: H. Ruth



WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
United States Department of Justice

1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

September 17, 1974

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy,
Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Philip A. Hart,
Birch Bayh, Quentin N. Burdick,
Robert C. Byrd, John V. Tunney,
and Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senators:

I am writing in response to your letter of
September i0, 1974, in which you suggest that this
office should include as part of its final report
a record of former President Nixon’s involvement
in matters under investigation by this office.

Members of my staff and I are of the view
that there appear to be substantial legal and ethical
questions as to the statutory authority to issue a
report analyzing the involvement of the former
President in matters under our investigation. It is
our tentative belief that the existing authority for
the issuance of reports, to which your letter alludes,
most likely does not justify the inclusion of a
detailed report on the matters you suggest. Unless
authorized, our primary concern relates to the protec-
tion of individual rights and to the proper scope of a
prosecutor’s treatment of criminal allegations.

We have issued reports of the work of this
office from time to time and have in mind a comprehen-
sive report when our efforts have ended.
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We will, of course, continue to give study to
your proposa!.

Thanking you for giving us the benefit of
your suggestions, I am

Sincerely yours,

LEON JAWORS~I
Special Prosecutor

File
Jaworski
Chron
Ruth
Lacovara
Vorenberg
Doyle



WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
Uni~ec! States D~pa~mcm of Justice

!42..5 K 5t.r~t, N.W.
Washins~on, D.C. 20005

LJ/flc

October l, 1974

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy,
Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Philip A. Hart,
Birch Bayh, Quentin N. Burdick,
Robert C. Byrd, John V. Tunney,
and Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senators:

Wi~h further reference to your letter of
September 10, 1974, and my reply of September 17,
the extent to which ~he final report of this office
appropriately can go is still under study and con-
sideration. Pa_~ticu!ar consideration is being given
to ~ne propriety of including, perhaps in an appendix,
transcripts of the tape recordings received in
response to c-.-~ subpoena, upheld by the SuPreme Court.

M~ ago, it was determined to enlist the aid
of J~?.es Vor=~_nberg, Harvard Law School professor and
former Executive Director of the Commission on Law
Enforce~ent and the Administration of Justice, in the
preparation of ~his report. He has already devoted
consider~!e ~ime to this effort. I had some discus-
sion with P_--ofessor Vorenberg on the subject of your
communi~atio~, but fee! the need of additional consu!-
tat_ion wi~ .him, which cannot be done for several days.
Because of ~s, as well as the beginning of the
United S~_a=tes v. Mitchell, et al, trial today, I
respectfully request that the proposed Wednesday meetinq
notbe held and that we undertake to discuss this matter
at a later date.

File
Jaworski
Chron ~
Ru~reindler/Doyle

Sincerely yours,

LEON JAWORSKI
Special Prosecutor



CR : mmj
Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

10/24/74

Charles Ruff
ASsistant Special Prosecutor

Files
Chron
Circ~i
Ruff
McBride
File No.
Ruth

Investigations of union participation
in the 1972 Presidential ca~noai~~

This memorandum is in response to inquiries that
I understand you have received concerning the activities
of the Camoaign Contributions Task Force in the area
of union c~ntribulJons.

Task Force investigations ill general:

The task force has received only two substantial
allegations concerning illegal union activity - one
to the effect that large sums of Teamsters money
were funneled into the Nixon campaign through Las
Vegas sources, and the other to the effect that the
$100,000 contribution by the political arm of the
Seafarers International Union was in violation of
Section 610 and was in payment for the dropping of
the pending prosecution of the union’s president and
other officers. The former is presently under active
investigation although no corroboration has been
developed; the latter has been thoroughly investigated,
and it has been determined that there is no foundation
for the charge.

Other than the Teamsters and SIU matters, the
only allegations of uninn misconduct that we have
received are isolated citizen complaints ~.~hich either
were insufficiently credible or specific to ~arrant
pursuing or were preliminarily explored and found to
be baseless or unprovable. In order to determine
whether any information %~as available similar to that ~
which led us into our corporate investigations, we
reviewed all contributions by unions and their
officers looking for patterns that might indicate a
union source for individual contributions. Because
¯ there was comparatively little uninn activity in the



1972 camp’~ign, and because the vast majority of the
contributions made came from the separate political
funds authorized by Section 610, we discovered no
leads similar to those developed out of the Rosemary
Woods list. The only suspicious pattern was that of
the approximately $30,000 in contributions by Teamsters
officials, and it is that pattern that has prompted
our ongoing FBI investigation.

Teamsters:

Our investigations into Teamsters activity have
centered on the efforts to obtain the release of James
Hoffa. Interviews of Colson, Xrogh, Clark ~4ollenhoff
and others have indicated substantial political
motivation behind the presidential decision to co~L~ute
Hoffa’s sentence and to bar him from holding union
office, but to date we have not developed any
s~bstantial evidence of either the offer or the
making of a sizeable contribution or other payment.
Information that some $200-300,000 came from Las
Vegas into the Pennsylvania CP~EP has been difficult
to corroborate without leverage on tho~e who might
have knowledge. The allegation is still very much a
subject of interest but no promising leads are available.

Preliminary FBI interviews of the Teamster officers
who contributed to FCREEP or Democrats for Nixon have
elicited uniform denials of union reim~oursement.
Since those contributions were made on approximately
the same dates and.were in amounts ~500-$2000)
difficult for most union officers to afford, we have
some optimism that further investigation as well as
examination of supporting bank and union records will
break the now solid front of innocent explanation.

SIU:

Because of the SIU’s history of politica!
contributions and the coincidence of favorable
government action in earlier administrations, the
charge was made that the Department of Justice
deliberately subverted the prosecution of the Section
610 violations allegedly committed by the union and
its president, Paul Hall. In an indictment returned
in 1970 in the Eastern District of New York, the
Department charged that SPAD, the union’s political
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fund, was a sham in that it was made up of contributions
coerced from the union’s members rather than voluntarily
contributed. The indictment %~as dismissed by the
Court on the ground that the Government had failed to
comply ~;ith pre-trial discovery orders, and no appeal
was taken. Our investigation established that there
,%Lzas no evidence to indicate either intentional
mishandling of the case or improper motivation behind
the decision not to appeal.

SPAD made a contribution of $I00,000 to the Nixon
c~npaign after borro~ing that amount from a New York
bank at commercial rates. Consideration was given
to the question of %.~hether such a loan by a union’s
legitimate political arm was a violation of Section
610, and the decision %~as made that, so long as no
union funds were used to secure or repay the loan,
thepurpose of th~ statute ~vas fulfilled. The matter
has, therefore, been closed. The Senate Select
Com~nittee’s investigation into this case produced.no.
additional evidence,

"Httm.an Events" and "The $i00,000,000 Payoff":

In a recent book written by Douglas Caddy (see
Watergate files - he was the lawyer called by Liddy
af:ter the break-in) entitled The One Hundred ~4illion
Dollar Payoff, ~e charge is made that unions ma<ie
illegal contributions in that approximate amount
during the 1972 campaign and in comparable amounts in
earlier election years. Those charges ~,~ere picked
up in the October 5 issue of Human Events and used as
the basis for the suggestion that the Special
Prosecutor’s Office was "covering up" these union
violations. The thrust of Caddy’s claim is that, in
addition to the sums of money given by the unions’
political arms (AFL’s COPE, etc.), the real union
power is in the value of the services provided to
candidates in making union wor][ers available for
registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns, baby-
sitting on election day, and so forth, as well as
the value of union officials’ services donated to
the candidates while the officials were still on the
u]-~n payrolls.
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Faced with the fact that most unions stayed out
of the 1972 presidential cai-~paign, Caddy spends most
of his time talking about union abuses in congressional
and senatorial campaigns. His argument, in essence,
is that the educa~xonal sides of the various union
funds are really used as channels for contributions
by .providing payments for polls, leaflets supporting
the candidates selected for endorsement by ~the union,.
and the aforementioned get-out-the-vote efforts.
Since these political, arms are supported by mandatory
payments from union locals, Caddy argues that any
activity designed to support a particular candidate,
even ~qhen that effort is directed at the union’s own
membership, violates Section 610. [£~ote that this
very problem of ~.;hether 610 bars unions from partisan
activity directed to~ard their members was the issue
before the Supreme Court in United States v. CIO
and United States v. UA~7 and that the constitutionality
of the ~statute is .most questionable when it is applied
in such circumstances.]

Caddy also argues, of course, that the supposedly
separate political funds are not really legitimate
under Section 610 because contributions are effectively
coerced, and it is undoutbed!y true that in some
unions mer~ers and officers contribute because they
know it is expected of them and that their continued
success may be dependent on their willingness to pay
their share. It also may %{ell be true that candidates
have received, either knowingly or unknowingly, the
assistance of union officials who are being paid by
the union while working full-time for the candidate;
such activity would be a prima facie violation of
Section 610, but the only examples given of this
latter activity involve senatorial and congressional
campaigns.

The Human Events article bases its "cover-up"
charge on the premise that the ~,~SPF has exercised
broad jurisdiction over the 1970 and 1972 congressional
campaigns and should, therefore, be exploring the various
allegations of illegal conduct made by Caddy in
connection with those races. Of course, we have
taken jurisdiction over such matters only in individual
cases where investigations within our original mandate
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have led us into collateral inquiries, but it may
well be that some of Caddy’s charges are sufficiently
indicative of illegal conduct that the Crimina! Division
should pursue them. There is little basis for launching
a ful! inquiry into the voluntariness of individual
contributions to COPE and similar funds in the absence
of s~me real showing of coercive tactics on a wide
scale; nor, in my ,judgment, is the criminal sanction
the proper too]. for regulating the gray area of
partisan "educational" activities - activities which
are engaged in not only by unions but by all interest
groups v~ho have general goals but support a particular
candidate at election tJnne. Use of union funds to
support staff workers for candidates is, ho~ever, a
potentially more fruitful area; use of union funds
for such purposes would be not only a violation of
Section 610 but an unla~.~ful conversion of union
assets in violation of 29 U.S.C. 501(c). The fact
remains, though, that such inv~sti_qations fall outside
our jurisdiction, at least on any facts presently
known to us.            ’
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Professor James Vorenberg
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02158

Dear Jim:

When we spoke on the phone yesterday, I mentioned
the MacKenzie article in last Saturday’s Post which provoked
a minor uproar here, especially, I am told, with some of my
former colleagues. I am enclosing the article for your interest
as official historian.

I look forward to seeing you on November 20th, if
not sooner.

Warm regards.

Philip A. Lacovara

Enclosure



TItE WASIIINGTON POST:,

BY Douglas.Chevalier,---The Was|ing~n l~ost

Philip A. Lacovara scores "abuse" of presidential power~

Jaworski Ex’Aide
Fears Hung Jury

-By John P: MacKenzie
Washington Po~t Staff Writer

Lac0vara said his greatest
~:orry is that a hung 3ury.
mighUfurther "muddy .the his-
torical record" and g)ye. ,ris.e t0i
"revisionist" hist(~rians’ claims.,

¯ that Mr. Nixon was driven um1
’ fairly from office.          - I

Although Jaworksf has said},
the trial will demonsUate Mr.-
Nixon’s ~uilt, Lacovara said
the pardon might also have an.
impact on how much of the

-former President’s l~ersonal
invoh, ment would be pre2

" sented as evidence against the,
five defendants.

’~rhe government strateg~
might not be to emphasize Mr.,
Nlxon’s criminal guilt," Laco-!
vara said, because that would
only "highlight the emotional
disparity of "having him free
and dear in San Clemente
.while’these defendants are in

~ the dock."
Meanwhile, he added,’~he

defendants’ strategy will be to.

has been relieved of resp~nsi.
bllity."

early pardon comh~g but WaS
stunned when it came. before
the \Vatergate Jury was chosen’
and ~cquestered,        ~ ~ k

A ~ormer top member of the
’Watergate special prosecution
force said ~,esterday he fears
thatthe pardon of Richard’ M.
Nixon may l~roduce a hun~
jury at the current cover-up
trial,

Philip A. Lacovara, who quit
lu protest the day after the
Sept. 8 pardon granted by
PreSident Ford, said he thinks
"there’s a chance, a much
greater chance than before the
pardon,’of a hung jury, since
’It only takes one juror who
might be reluctant."

Lacovara. who served as le-~
gel counsel to Special Prose-
cutor Leon Jaworski said
there were "lots of clu~s’ dm’-
ing the jury selection that it,
was a substantial p~blcm
whe(her all of the Jurors will
be Willing to convict these
people, even I! the,-evidence
shows them to be guilty, since
they knew that the President
has bevn let off."
JaWOrskl, who left office

Yesterday, has refused to dis-
aura the possible impact of the

t~a~ ~ald it was not his rune.
lion 1o give P~esident Fm:d
"unsdtt,lted advice" about *the]

t~r of Mr~ Ford’n
tlonsl ~ower.

at his Aug. 28 press’ Confer-c0ul~ bet~mad%~Laco~ara said,
i ence convinced him that:the that-i;Whfie the President had
t President would not wa~t forith’~,,~,.~,~  ,r to pardon,: its ex-¯ Mr. Nixon to be tried and eon-,ercis~(viblated his predeces-
~ victed before issuing~the par-soff~ q[~}73 pledge nSt to use
~ don and that .in all likelihood his "constitutional powers" in

be ,would not wait long a why that would ,interfere
enough for a criminal charg. 
to be lodged against his prede-
cessor. Lacovara did not say
whether ~such a charge would
have beerl filed. "          --
Even the White House-in.

quiries~ as to-the pending in.
vestigations involving Mr.
Nixon and the length of time
prosecution .would take did
~ot prepare him for the sud-
en reprieve; Lacovara said.
Asked whether some cau-

-tion sign should have been
flashed toward the White
Housd, Lacova~;a replied, "I
d:Idn’t think to suggest it, so I
can’t fault anybody else for
not doing itS" -

In any event, he said. such a
warning shouldnot have been
necessary. "I would have as-
sumed it would have been ob-
vious ~o everybody that ex-

with. Jaworski’s ~nd.ependence
in deciding~’ whethe~ to pro-
secute Mr. Nixon,.

Lacovara said he did not
reach,this view df the Jawor-
ski charter U~t,.i| .after~ ~he
pardon. "That’s ~i~rhaps o.ne
of the areas in ~hich. I Was
delinquent," he s~id..) ¯

Lacovara, :sharply crit.fcized
President Forfffor not ’obtain-~
ing ~::Nixon acknowledgr0ent
of gtdltL and, .disputed Mr.
Ford’s statements that the ac-
ceptance oLtlie pardon was it-
self a ~oh~essioI~ that made a
formal ~/niission unnecessary.

"No$ every .pardon presup- "
poses gu~ilt," Lacovara said,
noting th’~t some pardons are
~ranted to individuals who
have been unjustly Convicted.
He said the Nixon pardon was
accompanied by a Ford dec-

~nding a pardon on the eve of laration that "Mr. Nixon had
the thai would greatly compli- to be-presumed innocent, and
cate the selection of the jury,", he used the language of the
he said "I just couldn’t bringt subjunctive in talking about

¯ myself to believe itxcas really:what he was uardonin~ Mr.
going to happen."    " i [*Nixbn for -- a’ny crim~s he

Lacovara, now a WashingtonI committed or may have ¢om-
partner in a New York-basedl mitted"

~aw firm," repeat,e,d, ly e~pha.! "’.-Askgd. his Vi~ews abbut pro,dzed that his anger ~as at posals for a permanent office
President Ford’s. action, nut at.~of special prosecutor, Laco-
an~y~thing done by Jaworski. vara said he did not favor
He did indJc~te-somedisag~e~.{ the idea.
ment with his former boss, but ~ He said other institutional
quickly.added that he never 1 failings were exposed by
considered Jaworski’s ~ctions t W,atergate and that reformers
or opinions unreas6nable. - ~ Should cdncentrate-on rhstor-

The quick par~on ’.Lacovara ling congressional power and
~said, mhy have been Within reducing the concentration of
Mr. Ford’s power but it wa~ power.~ih the presid#ncy.
"an abuse" of that powee; "an
histbrical affront that under-
mined what thd" Watergate

’special prosecution .force was
all about."              .,

Lacovara, wh~ impressed
,nbservers-with his 0rat. argu-i:
~.r~ent ih. th(~ Sul~r~me Court’I~tapes case, said~ that case
established "that the lhw does
apply to a President while in
office. Certainly the~) said he

’was subject to the processes
i.of ~he courts, not above the

President Ford appears not
to have l~ar~ed important
Watergate lessons, Lacovara
said. The President, he, n~ted,
%vith a s~aight face, afterWatergate, after; the flight
from office of Richard Nixon,
was a~ble to give as the ex-.
planati~h of his pardon al-
most’iddntieally the same ex-
pla~iation that Nixon had given
for firing Archibald Cox--that

the as President knew that
the country",.,could not stand
the anguish of, further division

t ’ about Watergate."
[" ~ir, Ford’s a,ccompanying - Lacovara said he was dis-
~hd.pardon with an ~greement’ turbed by Mr. Ford’s cam-
to surrender cust~y of ta~s" .paign statements "that it’s
.~nd records to Mr. Nixon also .necessary to fear what he
~rr~’Surr~c~d h* double standr ~’ calls a ’legislative dictator-
~ard" ~ justice, Lacovara said. ship’ because that would in-
, ~Lacovar~, i~)dlcated that on terfere with his power to gov-
~alance he would ptobaMy ~ erfi. Those are his word~. This
not h~ve ~hallengdd t~ l~r-’ ~" is not a monarchy .... He’s
~don .in court.jr he had beth .not to regard Congress as a
th¢.~s~ial ~rosecdtor. But "terrible check on his divine
~ ~, ~ald h~’disagr~ed with ~, right to govern        .
~awm’skFs ~w that, sucl~ ¯
challenge’ "~ul~.,~e*b~q’ ]



Ju~e 15, 1977

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Fulbright ~d Jaworskl
Bank of the Wouthwest Building
Houston, TX 77002

Dear Leon:

Tony Lewis asked me about your letter to him of May 31, 1977
on which I am listed to receive a copy. I never got that
copy, but Tony has sent me a Xerox.

You say that you get the "distinct impression" from Doyle’s
account that I "doubt the truthfulness" of your report of
the August 8, 1974 meeting wi~ Haig. At the outset I should
say that I do not doubt the truthfulness of your report. But
since t~at meeting and its relationship tc surrounding events
have perplexed me, I should elaborate.

¯ ~ you recall, Jim, Phil and I were surprised by your account
to us immediately after you returned to the Jefferson Hotel
from your meetLng with Haig. My recollection (although many
of these events are not very clear in my memory) is that you
expressed surprise yourself - perhaps using some phrase such
as "it was the damnedest thing." At that moment I was uncer-
tain whether you were telling us everything. It seemed strange
to me that Haig, on what must have been as hectic and tense a
day as he had ever had, would take the time to drive home for
the sole purpose of giving you first ha~ news that was about
to be made public. It seemed to me quite possible that you had,
for reasons that seemed sufficient to you under ex~aordlnary
circumstances, undertaken to keep secret some of what ~ taken
place.

Later that afternoon, pursuant to our dis~ssion, I drafted and
read to you on the phone the two paragraph statement confirming
that there had been "no a~reement or understanding of any sort
between the President or his representatives and the S.Decial
Prosecutor." Your telling me to issue that statement after
Nixon’s speech removed my doubts about the possibility of an
understanding ~etween you and Haig.



That left me still puzzled as to what purpose the meeting
served for Haig. From everyt-hing that ~e out about what
was going on around Nixon and his family and about Haig’s
role, as w~ll as what happened later, it seemed quite pos-
sible that Haig was seeking some basis to reassure Nixon
or his family about your intentions or trying to guage for
himself whether you would prosecute Nixon. Jim Doyle’s book
spells out another possible purpose - ~hat Halg wanted to
judge whether there would be time for the pardon he expected
Ford to issue.

I do not know how to weigh these various possibilities. But
the account in your book does not seem to me to lay them to
rest. While your account says the "peesible indictment of
Nixon was never mentioned," I assume it was at least part of
what you ar~ Haig referred to when you talked about a congres-
sional resolution telling you not to "move against" Nixon.
And I am not clear on what basis you can be certain that in
informing you that Nixon would not testify at "that cover-up
trial or any other p~oceeding," Haig was not sniffing the
wind - seeking somet~hing that he might use to fulfill an
earlier commitment to Nixon or his family, to counter last
minute doubts that might arise about the wisdom of resigna-
tion, or just to satisfy himself he had done his best for his
boss. While it is true, as you suggest in your letter to
Tony, that noon on the 8th was late to seek such assurance,
it is worth noting that it was a day earlier that Haig had
made the date to see you, and that, according to The Final
Da~, an bx)ur before he saw you Haig told Ford about ’N~ixon:
~still don ’ t know which way he ’ s going."

Of course, you were there and you knew Haig from earlier
dealings. Your judgment ablaut his motives would dispose of
the question for me if, after reading your account of the
meetLng, I c~uld find a better explanation for the meeting
than to get some information on what you might do. (Perhaps
I mm blind on this - if so, it would not be the only time.)
It is not possible for me, on t_he basis of the account in
your book, to tell whether someone who was as desperate for
reassurance as Haig may have been could have concluded that
you were not champing at the bit to go after Nixon as
as he resigned. In your letter to Tony you are clear on
that, and I have no basis or inclination to second-guess your
j udgmen t on it.
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None of this is too important since even if there is a basis
for such speculations as to what Haig was seeking and what
he may have thought he found, events seem to have over-run
such an effort and it is hard to see how it could have played
a crucial role in Nixon’s decision to resign. What is impor-
tant to me is that you know that I do not doubt the truthful-
ne~$ of your account of the meeting, despite my lingering
hunbh that Haig’s agenda may have been a bit more complicated
than yours.

Sincerely,

JV:rk

cc: James Doyle
Anthony Lewis

James Vorenberg



FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI
BANK OF THE SOUTHWEST BUILDING

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
TELEPHONE (713) 6SI-51SI

TELEX 76 -~8~19

June 20, 1977

1150 CONNECTICUT AVE., N.W.
WASHINGTON~ D.C.
TELEPHONE (~ 0;~)
TELEX

S~ LINCOLN’S INN FIELDS
LONDON, WC2A 3LZ
TELEPHONE (01) 40S-3~08
TELEX 22-738

Professor Jim Vorenberg
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Jim:

My secretary tells me that you were very definitely
sent a copy of my letter to Tony Lewis and apparently it
miscarried. It has not been returned to our office.

After reading and rereading your letter, I realize
that you do not understand Alexander Haig and, of course,
there is no reason why you should. There is no doubt in
my mind that when Haig and I met, he was doing no more than
extending a courtesy to let me know what would transpire
that evening without my having to speculate as so many
others were doing.

You must remember that this man and I saw each other
often and it was very important to me to hear his comments
and observations, all of which, of course, emanated from
the President himself. I came to know him as one from whom
I could receive some helpful direction, not because he in-
tended it as such but it kept me informed of what was in the
mind of the President. Because I would not see the President
myself, he served as the middleman between Nixon and me and
whenever Nixon wanted to transmit a message to me it was
through Haig. This included threats; it included tirades
against members of the staff, including you when I asked you to
return. What must have been very disconcerting to Nixon was
that I stood my ground in defending the staff, its actions,
charges of news leaks and other verbal assaults against them,
collectively and individually.

I was unaware that some members of the staff engaged
in expressions of distrust, as recounted by Jim Doyle. They
had no right to entertain this feeling and I must attribute
it to inexperience, to youth and to a failure to understand
the facts of life.

With best wishes, I am

Leon Jaworski

cc:
cc:

Mr. James Doyle
Mr. Anthony Lewis



June 21, 1977

Dear Leon:

Thank you for your letter of May 31, which reached me here. I
was unhappy to realize that I had distressed you, because I would
never want to do that. But I am grateful to you for writing me
directly about it.

I do not have a copy of the book with me, and I cannot remember my
exact words about your meeting with Haig. But what I said was, as
you put it in your letter, conjecture. When you tell me the conjecture
was wrong, that end~ the question for me. I entirely accept what you
say.

There does remain the question of what Haig was up to. Jim \~orenberg’s
letter to you, of which I have received a copy, goes into that. Jim
seems to me to 6~erlook the possibility that Haig was simply carrying out
a courtesy toward someone with whom he had had an intense and
sometimes trying relationship--a farewell, so to speak. On the other
hand, there is the point Jim mentions that you yourself seemed puzzled
or surprised that day about Haig’s performance at the meeting. But
none of that affects your statement in the book, and again in your letter,
and I am glad that Jim accepts your account as I do.

You are right about the significance of the grand jury report. One of
the good things in ~lim Doyle’s book is the emphasis he gives to that
part of the story. I should have picked it out for comment in the
introduction.

I expect to meet one or two of your English judicial friends this weekend,
and I shall be thinking of you. Thanks again for writing as you did.



From
JAMES DOYLE

Jim Vorenberg

J ne 22~ 1977

Dear Jim,

I have ~eon’s letter oi ~lay 31, o~’
which you did not~ apparently, receive a
copy o

I have your letter to Leon of June 15.
I have Leones answer to your lettem

of June 15.

If this keeps up I am going to
have to write "Son of Not Above The Law."

Cheers~



July 13, 1977

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Fulbright and Jaworski
Bank of the Southwest Building
Houston, TE 77002

Dear Leon:

Probably because it is inherent in one of ms themes, Jim’s book
seems to me to overplay disputes and doubts between you and some
of the staff on some issues.

Archie has said that he could well imagine that if he had continued
as Special Prosecutor there might have been occasions when he would
have felt he should not share everything with the staff. And I
can recall instances wen during his relatively short tenure when
some of the staff were nervous about what might be going on between
him and those with whom he was dealing. The issues and stages of
the office’s work with which you were dealing inevitably accentu-
ated this - probably more than the fact, emphasized by Jim, that
you inherited a staff hired by Archie. While inexperience, youth
and naivete may have accounted for some tensions, many were healthy
evidences of idealism and motivation.

I think Jim would have done well to emphasize more not only his
strong feeling of admiration for the job you ~id but similar feel-
ings of others. But despite these reservations (and a few minor
gripes of my own which I will take up with JLm if I can remember
them when I see him) the great strength of the book is that it
depicts the str~ggles and interrelationships of a group of able~
complex and often colorful people who were striving usually - but
not always - together on a task that even in retrospect seem/in-
credible. The fact that there may have been some sour notes in
the band is most important as a reminder that you were working with
people not machines.

I hope all is well with you and that our paths cross soon.
best wishes.

With

Sincerely,

JV:rk

cc: James Doyle
Anthony Lewis

James Vorenberg



Gormley:

Vorenberg:

DEAN JAMES VORENBERG

MARCH 8, 1991

(TAPE i: SIDE i)

This is March 8, 1991 and this is an interview

with Dean James Vorenberg at Harvard Law School.

Dean Vorenberg perhaps the best place to start -- we

can pick up with other details later -- but if you

can just start right in with how you became involved

with the Watergate Special Prosecution Force.

Quite accidentally. Archie, at that point, had

an office over in ILS and I knew that he was taken on

this assignment. Nobody around here really had much

of a picture as to what it was. And a couple of

times I walked by and he seemed to be sort of

frantically trying to get things organized, get

things done. And I asked him if I could be of any

help. And I don’t think anything came of that. But

he then -- I think I had one other discussion where

he asked me to do some not terribly important thing.

Then he called me and reminded me that I had said

could I be helpful. He thought what I should plan to

do was to simply pull up stakes and come to

Washington with Phil Heymann and help him get

organized. This was, at that point, I think the

middle of May. And I was a little taken aback. But

I said I would think about it. We talked a little

bit about what would be involved. He didn’t have a

1 - 1
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Vorenberg:

very clear picture. But I then had a couple of

sessions with him in his office discussing things

that had to be done right away. Mostly direct --

trying to figure out how to get the information that

we would need. We then -- a couple of days later --

we met at my house, I think it was a Sunday, just

before we went to Washington. We met at my house

with Jim Flug and had a two or three hour briefing.

Heymann, Cox and myself. Which was a masterful job

by Flug of sort of laying out background. It was

really then for the first time that I began to get a

picture of what might be involved.

At that stage, did the picture he was painting

point to President Nixon already? Or had it not gone

that far?

I wouldn’t say so. It’s not to say that the

possibility wasn’t there. But I would not have said

so. And we arranged to meet at the airport the

following morning which I guess was a Monday, the

three of us. And as we were leaving some Globe

reporter said -- asked Archie some questions about

the investigation. And as a quip, I think, Archie

turned to me and said "talk to my lawyer." My mother

always liked that (laughter). She thought that being

Archie Cox’s lawyer, even though it wasn’t exactly

true, was not a bad way to go. And so that Monday we

got to the Department of Justice where we had been

1 - 2
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Vorenberg:

told we would be assigned a suite of offices. And it

was a scene of utter chaos. There were masses of

television reporters, print reporters gathered around

the Tenth Street and Constitution Avenue entrance.

And as the three of us walked in I know I felt and I

suppose Phil felt, both of us having worked in the

Department of Justice before -- it felt a little bit

like MacArthur coming back to the Philippines. The

Department of Justice had been in not very good

hands. Indeed when we picked our way through the

hall -- another wonderful moment would be walking

through the group of reporters -- Archie in front and

Phil and me behind -- I heard one television man say

to another "who are those two guys?" pointing to Phil

and me. And the answer came back "nobody"

(laughter). I didn’t report that to my mother

(laughter). Anyway we were then given a suite of

three offices. The first thing we did was -- there

were pictures of Kleindienst and Mitchell hanging on

the wall (laughter) that I took down. I said I

didn’t think you were supposed to, when you’re doing

an investigation, have a picture of possible targets

on the wall. And that’s how we started.

What were you quarters like there in the first

office.

It was the offices that had been used by the

Administrative Attorney General. I don’t know where

1 - 3



Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

he went. But they were -- in my recollection --

there was four rooms. Sort of a reception room. One

room going off in one direction and two rooms going

off the other. It may have only been three. We

spent the first couple of weeks sort of living on top

of each other.

And what did you do during those first couple

weeks? I take it there weren’t lots of boxes of

things? You didn’t really have anything yet.

There were some boxes. We did different

things. Phil Heymann, almost immediately, took on

trying to figure out what was going on with the D.C.

U.S. Attorney’s Prosecuting teams. Silbert, Glandzer

and the third fellows name I can’t...

Campbell.

¯ ..Campbell. So he spent a lot of time with

them which was very important. We didn’t see much of

him except for at the end of the day and the

evenings. I spent a lot of my time trying to figure

out what we were going to need in terms of staff,

offices, relations with other agencies. Actually, we

almost immediately hired on at least a temporary

basis a fellow that I had known by the name of Tom

McBride. He was the fourth person on board. Archie

spent a lot of his time beginning reading. Just

reading anything he could get his hands on.

Transcripts of hearings. Started trying to get a
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

sense as to what we had. And then we began -- here I

can’t be sure about the chronology -- we began

meetings with people like -- what’s the name of the

President’s lawyer at that point?

Buzhardt.

No.

Peterson you mean?

No. The guy from New York. We did see Peterson

almost immediately. But, no this was the fellow, the

Republican guy who had been in the Nixon

Administration -- I guess the Eisenhower

Administration. I remember a meeting with him. (The

person was Len Garment.)

Could I back up one second Professor Vorenberg?

Yes.

Just to clear up the initial stage -- you

weren’t at Archie’s swearing in were you? Where he

took the oath?

Vorenberg: I don’t think so.

preceding week.

INTERCOM RINGS

My guess is that that was the

BREAK IN TAPE

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

No. I don’t think so.

have the date?

If you tell me -- do you

No, I don’t have the date. But I know Phil

Heymann didn’t remember being there.
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

No. I don’t think either one of us was there.

See, I think Archie went down the preceding week.

Was sworn in, did some things, came back and had a

day or two in the offices which is when I, sort of

became aware that he was drowning in paper.

Okay. And did he express any other concerns

about the job himself? Any misgivings he had about

doing it himself?

Never. His only misgiving and the only concern

that he expressed was that he had, a week or two

earlier, I think he had some sort of virus and lost

the hearing in one ear. And I think that worried him

some. Just more in terms of whether it was going to

be a problem in doing the job. And he’s never

recovered the hearing in that ear. He was worried

about getting his exams read. I remember his lugging

a whole stack of blue books. He sat in his office.

He managed somehow to get them read. But, in the

sense in which you mean, I would say no.

Did he ever say anything indicating which way he

wanted this thing to go? One way or the other?

There have often been people who said that the

Special Prosecutor was out to get Nixon. Did he ever

talk about that?

Not in the slightest. In fact, his whole

approach was inconsistent with that. It was much
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

more in terms of sort of taking the next step rather

than making some sort of cosmic judgment.

Okay. And just one last thing that Phil Heymann

had mentioned. Do you recall an initial press

conference in the faculty lounge or the faculty

library?

Oh yes. That must have been...I can’t remember

whether it was...

I’m sorry. I think he said it was that same

weekend when the meeting took place with...

I think that’s right. I thought maybe it had

been the following week when we came back. But I

don’t think so. I think it was like Friday or

Saturday or Sunday.

What do you remember about that?

Not much. I mean I remember the press being

sort of frustrated because Archie had to be honest

with them and say that he really couldn’t answer any

of their questions yet. He was just starting.

Now you did almost immediately meet with Henry

Peterson along with Professor Cox. What do you

remember about that? And why were you so interested

in meeting with him?

Well, he was the head of the Criminal Division I

guess, at that point. Wasn’t he?

Yes.
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

And presumably was the person next above the

D.C. Prosecutor. Both Archie and I had known

Peterson from when we were in Washington before and

had a high opinion of him. So we thought that he

would be a source of information. Although we

recognized that he was in a ticklish situation.

Do you remember that meeting? Apparently you

had a stenographer there.

Yes. Not in any deta~l. I really don’t.

Apparently that was the first time he -- well he

did mention that he had met with Nixon for several

hours talking about Watergate Prosecution. And also

mentioned, for the first time, Nixon saying something

about "if it’s on tape" that was the case.

I don’t remember that. It was on tape?

That the statement confirming that Dean had told

Nixon something about getting immunity was on tape

and Peterson could listen to it if he wanted. Which

was the first suggestion of some tape recording.

I don’t remember. It rings a vague bell. But

somewhere along there there’s a reference to

something on tape. But looking back on it it didn’t

sort of give any clue that everything was on tape.

But rather that this was some special thing that

Nixon had wanted taped.

What about the...
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Vorenberg:

BREAK IN TAPE

Here it is.

Vorenberg: I have notes on the meeting with Sam Dash on the

31st.

Gormley: Do you happen to have a copy of the transcript

of that meeting with Peterson by any chance? I was

going to ask you. I don’t think Professor Cox has

it.

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

BREAK IN TAPE

I don’t think I do.

was trying to remember.

June 6th was Garment, Buzhardt and Charlie Wright.

Do you remember anything about that meeting? I

think that was in your offices. Is that right?

I don’t remember anything about it but I have

fairly good notes that I kept on it.

Do you think I would be able to get a copy of

those? Are they readable?

I don’t think anybody but me is going to be able

to make any sense of them.

Oh, okay.

I haven’t looked at this stuff for...

Len Garment is the person I

Len Garment. We met with --

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Okay. Well how about the meeting with Sam

Dash. Do you remember anything about that one?

I remember being a little bit irritated. It

seemed to me that he was not being particularly -- he

was perfect civil -- but he was not being
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Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

particularly helpful. He again, is somebody I had

known for years. And it seemed to me he was doing a

lot of, sort of, throwing his weight around. On the

other hand he was in a fairly strong position. I do

remember that. I remember that we had some

discussion about the possibility of the Committee

holding up. And we got no help from him on that.

got a certain amount of general information.

Did you share Professor Cox’s view that the

Committee should hold up and perhaps not televise

these hearings and grant immunity to...?

I shared the view that we certainly had to ask.

And I went with Archie up to that wonderful meeting

with Sam Ervin at which with tremendous courtesy he

made it clear that he was not going to hold up the

hearings.

Was that in Sam Ervin’s office?

Yes. It was Saturday.

Saturday we were down there.

here the next day on Sunday.

Probably the first

I remember being up

It was generally known

that Archie was making this request. I can remember

Charles Nessen went to a brunch. And I remember

Charlie Nessen said to me "Archie’s attempt to hold

up Ervin was like standing in the middle of the

railroad tracks with an express train coming at you."

(Chuckling). It seemed he was about right.

We
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

What was...You said "with tremendous courtesy"

-- because I read somewhere that Ervin called it

extraordinarily arrogant of Cox to make this request.

Not to our face he didn’t say that.

Oh, okay.

Just as soon as we left. I don’t think Archie

had any real expectation                 .

Why was it that you thought, at the time, it was

best to hold things up? Wasn’t there a concern with

the public getting the wrong impression?

No, I think the concern was that the

Prosecution’s case would be damaged.

Did you concur in the decision to have Phil

Heymann argue the motion in front of Sirica rather

that Archie?

I don’t remember much about that. As you

mention it, I think I did. Because my recollection

is that Archie did not want to, sort of, put his

biggest gun on the line that soon. And that Phil was

experienced.

Did the friction pretty much continue between

your group and the Senate Committee throughout the

time that you were there?

You know, friction puts it a little too strong.

We made the request. We were turned down. My

recollection is that we had two meetings with Sam

Dash. I could look at the notes. There’s no point
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Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

for you to sit there while I pick through them. But

if you’re particularly interested in that period I

could look through them. We had two meetings --

neither Archie nor I, I think, terribly got much

pleasure out of dealing with Sam. I didn’t think we

got much out of it. But it was not unpleasantness.

Maybe a little but not much.

Now, with respect to what Phil was doing with

respect to Silbert and the Prosecutors, what was your

impression of what you needed to do with them? I

mean, were you anxious to get rid of them? Were you

anxious to keep them?

Both. I think we recognized that we needed to

get as much information from them as we could. I

think we had the feeling that that office might be a

source of information leaking to the press. Although

we didn’t think it was...That was one of the things

that was driving Archie crazy up here when I first

went in to see if I could help him. Because there

were all sorts of stuff coming out and nobody knew

where it was coming from. We didn’t know if it was

one of the three of them or their boss, the U.S.

Attorney, or somebody else. So -- I think, a friend

and a classmate of Silbert. Campbell and Glanzer

were perfectly nice people in a funny position. We

had no desire to make their lives difficult. So I

mean it was a period of some conflict. I think it
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

became increasingly clear as we went along that there

had to be a clean break pretty soon. At the

beginning I think we may have wondered whether we

could, sort of, integrate our operation. But after a

while I think it became clear that that was not going

to work.

Was there any suspicion that they were

intentionally steering the investigation away from

the White House?

I don’t think so. There may have been something

in the press but I don’t think we thought that.

Now, you’ve mentioned the meeting with Charlie

Wright and Buzhardt and the other person. I can’t

remember.

Garment. Len Garment.

Right. What do you remember about that

meeting? And if it’s more convenient we could always

-- when we come back and talk a little bit later

today or tomorrow if you’d like to look over your

notes first.

Yes.

about it.

I might do that. I don’t remember much

Why don’t we do that because it’s ten till

eleven and I don’t want to keep your squash game up.

But why don’t we just move on to check what you do

recall and then we’ll come back to that. Well, you

played a very big role in setting up the office and
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

in hiring Attorneys. What do you remember about that

process? Problems involved in that.

Well, the biggest problem was to try and get a

top prosecutor. The person who was going to handle

things in Court. The first person we were interested

in -- the first person we went after was Morvillo who

was the head of the Criminal Division of the Southern

District. And he waltzed us around and then said

no. Or imposed conditions of control over the whole

operation and I told Archie I didn’t think we should

accept and he agreed. Archie knew Jim Neal well from

the Kennedy Justice Department. And he had one or

more meetings with him. I thought he was terrific.

I had met him before. Almost immediately we began

sort of figuring out how to break down the whole job

into task forces. Trying to look ahead and see what

was going to be needed. And obviously the biggest

job -- the sort of central task force -- was the one

that eventually involved Haldemann, Mitchell,

Ehrlichman. But, you know, we were also dealing with

the dirty tricks operation, campaign contributions, I

think ITT was a separate task force at the

beginning. There may have been more of them but I

think that’s it.

The plumbers -- do you have that? Is that part

of it?
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Vorenberg:

Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

No. I think that was a separate one. And we

just began interviewing and hiring people for various

positions as we went along.

Did you have any criteria in you mind? What you

were looking for in people for the jobs?

To some extent. Depending on sort of where we

envisioned their being assigned. What happened was,

particularly among young people, we were just swamped

with people -- absolutely the best people. Supreme

Court Law Clerks; associates of big law firms; even

some young partners; an awful lot of people from

Harvard because they knew the three of us. So we had

the sense of this tremendous richness. They

particularly wanted to work for Archie. He was

already, sort of, a national hero. We thought it was

important to be as nonpolitical as we could in the

selection. And indeed to have, in leadership roles,

at least some people who were identified as

Republicans. Certainly not to load up with people

who would be regarded as some down the line

Democrats.

There has been some suggestion, or there was at

the time also, that it was loaded with "very liberal

-- almost Kennedy Democrats".

Well, -- I don’t know if I sould say (Kennedy)

-- but certainly people with a, sort of, a public

interest. Which probably had more liberal than
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Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

conservatives among them at point. So the pool

included, I would say, a lot of that type of person.

But not only. I remember we got Joe Connelly from

Philadelphia who was a leading young Republican who

took a top -- the top or one of the top -- role in

the ITT case. It was a bit of a worry. I mean, you

wanted to be as nonpolitical -- or at least to the

extent there was any political orientation to be as

broadly based as possible. Also, we were under

tremendous time pressure. So there was a tendency to

want to get, at least have some of the people, be

people that either we knew or people we knew well

knew. I mean, we were not going to be able to spend

an enormous amount of time running down lots and lots

of applicants although we did a great deal of that.

And I believe you had something like a $2.8

million dollar budget and set up the new office on K

Street and that was largely your responsibility. Any

particular reason that you were moving out of the

Department of Justice? Or just that you were

borrowing someone else’s office?

Well there wasn’t enough space or anything like

it where we were. I think we had enough clout so

that if we really wanted to stay in Justice we could

have. I think that in the beginning we wanted to.

But -- And I don’t remember whether this was Archie

or me or who initially took a position -- but I can
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

remember fairly early on deciding that we would be

better off a little bit removed. I do remember

Archie’s first realization that I had committed us to

a building that seemed to be surrounded by

prostitutes in the evening gave him some pause

(chuckling).

When did he realize that?

I would say the first night we were at the K

Street offices (laughter). I mean, we weren’t

swarmed over but it was certainly part of the life of

the neighborhood.

Incidently, I forgot to ask Phil also, when you

were there for the summer, were you paid for that?

Yes.

All right. I was just curious. And you also

came back to teach in September?

Yes.

Okay. It’s about eleven o’clock. Would you

like to stop there?

I can go another ten minutes if you want.

Oh, sure. Whatever if best for you really.

That’s fine. I’m not playing until 11:20.

Oh, okay. The decision to subpoena the tapes

from President Nixon. Were you involved in that

decision?

Oh yes.

What can you tell me about that?
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Well, I regard one of my claims to fame (to be

that I was) the guy who told Archie don’t worry about

the tapes (laughter). My life had actually gotten a

little complicated. My daughter was in a bad

automobile accident. And I was commuting even more

than I had originally expected to. And I think I was

up at the MGH when the tapes came to light. And I

can remember my first reaction to myself being that

this was really something designed to throw us off

the track. That we were running an investigation

sort of on the, more or less, the organized crime

motto working our way up the ladder and seeing where

it would take us. And I remember when I got back to

Washington saying to Archie -- I mean, I didn’t say

to him "forget the tapes." -- but that we shouldn’t

be too diverted by what we were doing -- from what we

were doing by them. When he heard about the tapes he

became like a bird dog who has picked up a scent.

And that worried me because I was less sure that the

-- I mean, it seemed so ridiculous that the tapes

would be left undestroyed. And I was worried about

the diversion. But he was right and I was wrong.

Now, is this time period a time after

Butterfield?

Immediately after Butterfield. Then I can

remember the wonderful meeting in Archie’s office

when we decided to subpoena the tapes. Five or six
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gorml ey:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

of us sitting around. I can’t remember whether Phil

was there. I know that...

Is this in the old office or the new office.

The new office. What -- you probably know the

date of the subpoena. Sometime in July wasn’t it?

I think that’s right.

I can remember Archie and Phil Locquavera,

probably Jim Doyle was there and one or two other

people. And nobody quite knew how you drafted a

subpoena to get stuff from the White House. Or how

you served it (laughter). When the Secret Service

people said, "don’t come any further," did you serve

it on them? (laughter). And who was going to do it?

And what printed forms we used. I can remember

sending somebody to look through our stack of printed

forms to see if we had anything that could be adapted

(laughter). Because there wasn’t one made for the

White House. It was a moment of considerable tension

but also of fairly good humor.

Were there other options considered besides

subpoenaing the tapes?

I think it was more a question of when. We had

gotten the logs, phone logs earlier, quite by

accident. Do you know that story?

Yes. But if you could tell it...

It’s in -- Tony Lewis has it just right in his

introduction to Doyle’s book. I called Buzhardt --
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Gormley:

I had asked for the logs and we were being -- they

were footdragging on the logs. And I think they were

worried that we were going to sort of go public with

the press and say we weren’t getting cooperation.

And I announced that we were having a press

conference that day. And Buzhardt, I think, panicked

and thought -- I’m not sure it was Buzhardt -- that

this was our announcement that we were not getting

cooperation when all I was really doing was having a

press conference to announce the appointment of two

or three lawyers that we had just hired. And so he

called up and I said something about the logs. And

he said "well, we’ll send them right over." So he

had the logs already so we had a pretty good idea

what we would be looking for. Actually the reason I

have this book out is I wanted to say something in my

Government Lawyer class and I forgot what it was like

(laughter). Not everything was brains and skill.

But I don’t think Archie -- I think Archie assumed

he’d get them voluntarily or he’d subpoena them. I

mean, I don’t think he had any other -- we certainly

were not going to engage in a search and seizure

application (laughter).

Were you involved in the discussions concerning

how broad the subpoena should be and limiting it to

just a few tapes versus going for a large number of

them?
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Yes, but not -- I certainly didn’t play a

central role. I think that probably was definitely

Jim Neal but I’m not sure.

How about -- do you remember the announcement

that turned out to be a hoax that the tapes were

going to be released to the Ervin Committee and what

transpired?

Only very minor things. Not really.

Okay. And do you remember the Ervin Committee’s

announcement shortly after they found out you were

going to subpoena the tapes that they beat you to the

punch and subpoenaed them first?

No.

How about the various arguments in front of

Judge Sirica? Were you present at any of those?

I don’t think so. I was at least one meeting in

his office -- his chambers. I may have been at one

of the arguments. If so, I didn’t play a sufficient

role. So I really don’t remember it.

How do you remember him just physically and as a

person? Do you remember anything about him?

Severe, remote. But I don’t have a sharp memory

of him.

Okay.

September.

hold off for one second.

is...

Now you came back to Harvard then in

I think this is going to flip so let me

What I want to lead up to
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PHONE RINGS

BREAK IN TAPE

Gorml ey:

SIDE 2

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

In the interim while you were back here

teaching, did you have much or any contact with

Archie?

I’m sure I came back (at the time of) the

Massacre. But I think I went down almost every

weekend. It’s complicated because we had just become

Masters of Dunster House. And my wife unfortunately

was moving us in (chuckling). But I was, I think I

was still commuting. So the answer is yes.

Incidently, do you remember, was Phyllis Cox on

the scene at all down there?

No. I talked to her once in a while on the

phone looking for Archie. She seemed in good spirits

but not sort of tremendously involved. I would

assume Archie and I would commute together back by

plane, if not every weekend, I think almost every

weekend.

The next topic I wanted to ask to you about was

the Saturday Night Massacre. Do you want to save

that also?

Yes. I can’t tell you to much about it because

I was in Bermuda (laughter).

That’s a good place to be.
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

BREAK IN TAPE

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Right. It was my in-laws fiftieth Anniversary

and they took the whole family to Bermuda. And so I

was there on the other end of the phone. I spent a

lot of time talking with Hank Ruth on the phone but I

can’t tell you much about that night.

Okay. But I still would be interested in your

recollections of that night.

Okay. Why don’t we leave it this way...

This is a continuation of the interview with

Dean James Vorenberg. This is now March 9, 1991.

Dean Vorenberg, you said -- you’re looking at some of

your notes -- you had really kept a diary of your

various meetings with the notion that you might write

a report at some point. Is that right?

Yes. Not so much a diary, just a list of what

was going on on different days. On May 29 we met

with Silbert and his group about the leaks. On the

same day Peterson was interviewed by Cox, Silbert

and, I think, by me.

I didn’t realize that. So Silbert took part in

that interview also?

Yes. I had forgotten that. And also on the

29th Cox and I met with Elliot Richardson and J. T.

Smith of his office.

Do you remember what you discussed with

Richardson? We had talked about that.
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Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

A long long meeting. Basically what happened

was Richardson was giving his theory of what had been

going on. It was fairly long. On the 30th -- May

30th -- we interviewed Morvillo who you had said

yesterday Phil Heymann remembered talking to.

Is that M-O-R-V-I-L-L-O?

Right.

Okay.

We were very anxious to get somebody who was

going to head up the -- what we called the Watergate

Team -- the major Task Force. He said -- Morvillo --

said he wouldn’t do it unless he could be guaranteed

that he would try the big case. And unless he could

bring a whole team selected by him down from the U.S.

Attorney’s office. I told Archie I thought that was

too stiff a set of conditions to make at where we

were in our putting together of the team and he

agreed. And Saturday the 2nd we met with Ervin and

Dash.

Did you meet with them together or separately?

Yes. The four of us.

And that was the meeting where Ervin politely

told you...

They would go ahead withtheir proceedings,

including giving immunity to Dean. And during this

period -- let’s see we were up in Cambridge, Boston

on Sunday and Monday and Archie and I and Tom McBride
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley:

Vorenberg:

met with the FBI to tell them what materials we

wanted about their investigations. Archie held a

press conference that day. We moved into the new

offices on June 7th. We asked Silbert and his team

if they wanted to move over with us and they said

they didn’t. They kept pressing us for a vote of

confidence. And Archie felt we just didn’t know

enough to give them a vote of confidence. Whatever

that might have meant. That was Thursday the 7th.

Friday the 8th Phil Heymann argued the Unity case.

You probably don’t want all of them.

This is very helpful though because I didn’t

have dates associated with all of these things.

You know one nice story -- and I’m not quite

sure when it happened. But it’ll tell you something

about Archie. At a press conference, I think, Archie

made a reference to Colson when he really had in mind

someone else. I think it may have Colfield.

Somebody else whose name began with "C". And was

just sort of giving examples of things we might

find. As soon as it was over Colson’s lawyer -- a

fellow named Best...

Best?

I think Best -- called him and said that his

client had not been involved, at all, in what Archie

was talking about. And you know Archie got the

message and was very upset and asked me to follow up
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Gormley:

Vorenberg:

Gormley. ¯

Vorenberg:

and apologize and acknowledge it was a mistake. In

other words, there was no defensive -- no covering

his rear. He just said it was wrong. And I always

admired Colson’s lawyer’s answer. He said he

understood. He said, "that’s why they put erasers on

pencils" (laughter).

Incidently, when you talked about the lengthy

meeting with Elliot Richardson and his laying out the

theory. Do you remember, just generally, what his

theory was early on? I take it he didn’t think that

Nixon was involved at all?

No. (Shuffling through notes.) If that becomes

important, let me know. I mean, I really would have

to take a lot of time to go through these detailed

notes.

Okay.

He was helpful and quite knowledgeable. I mean,

Elliot did a lot. He talked at the end about what

you might call the administrative aspects of Archie’s

job. One of the questions was what kind of clearance

Archie would have to materials. And Richardson said

that Archie would have access to everything. There

would be no security classification barriers. If

anybody said no they should get in touch with

Richardson. Archie was told that whatever power

Richardson had to introduce items into Court...The

White House had asked Ruckelshaus -- who was then
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with the FBI -- to develop an administrative review

of past practices in electronic surveillance. We

were to get copies of any interim and final reports.

And they had asked the FBI to inventory all documents

used in the Ellsburg case. And I guess we were to

get copies of those. I don’t know if you want any

more on the Garment meeting.

Yes. If you recall that was obviously an

important one. This was the first meeting.

June 6th.

June 6th.

Garment, Buzhardt, Wright, Cox and myself. We

made formal requests for three documents. One, notes

of meeting I think between -- with Peterson and I

think with the President on April 16th. Second,

memorandum from Peterson to Haldeman that must be a

summary of testimony handed over or shown at the

April 16th meeting. And third, an April 15th tape of

a conversation between Dean and Nixon. Peterson had

declined to see the tape when the President offered

to show it to him.

Right. I think that was what I was referring to

yesterday.

Right. Buzhardt told Cox that it would be

impossible for him to have access to White House

files. That they ranged over a wide variety of

subjects. Archie said it was unreasonable to make us
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name files in advance. Although we were not asking

to see everything in the White House. I asked if we

could have logs of visits and calls between Dean and

the President between June 17th ’72 and May ist ’73

and was told that would be no problem. Just the logs

you know?

Right.

I requested a log of tapes, summaries, notes,

conversations with Dean. And again, I had a check

mark which, I think indicates they said we could have

those.

Those would be the President’s conversations

with Dean?

Requested all tapes, summaries, memos, notes of

conversations with Dean. I assume that means with

the President. I’m not a hundred percent sure a

check mark means they said yes. I take that back.

Because as I look at my notes here check marks may

simply mean I was checking after the meeting to be

sure that I had asked for them.

That you asked for them. Okay.

Because I have some check marks up above on

Cox’s requests that were received. Did not say we

could have them.

Now, is that true with requests for logs too?

Or do you a note?
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No. The logs I have, in addition to the check

mark, I have "no problem. Tomorrow a.m.". But

that’s what’s referred to in Tony’s book. He then

began harassing me to try to get...

Right.

Elliot had said at that point that the President

was being forced into the role of a defendant and he

would fight that role. Only the President would

decide what he would make available. Cox said -- my

notes say "Cox says will not make charges." Charges

or changes. I don’t know which it says. I think

maybe changes. Maybe charges. Maybe they’re trying

to be reassuring. Cox also recognized "can’t

necessarily disclose in the judicial tribunal

everything in the files -- only President can decide

on executive privilege if it’s in the national

interest" Archie said "he thinks as a Law

Professor..." I’ll just read you what the notes say.

I’m not sure what they mean. "A.C. - think as Law

Professor -- may have to see things outside

jurisdiction". I think that means Archie’s

jurisdiction as Special Prosecutor. "He might have

to see some things that were outside. Anything

within the jurisdiction he [Archie] has to decide

unless they are national security issues. Can’t

[this is still Archie talking] Archie can’t say

"we’ll count on you the way..." [my notes say "is
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what I understood on the Hill"]. Implies, I think,

the normal trust doesn’t apply here. Archie says he

thinks it’s in the President’s interest to say he

permitted such review. At which point Garment and

Wright said that might not be true from the

standpoint of future Presidents. Archie said the

President would still be the one making the

decision. Hopefully it wouldn’t happen again.

J.V.: This has nothing to do with executive

privilege. Cox was confirmed on the condition that

he would get to see everything. Archie says again

it’s a different question than what you would

disclose on the Hill. The Special Prosecutor is not

like anybody else. Buzhardt says they haven’t

crossed the bridge yet on documents. So far they’ve

only released people to talk to.

When you’re making the references about "on the

Hill", does that relate, do you think, to the Senate

Investigating Committee or just in general?

I think just in general but I’m not sure. I

have the same question. I don’t know how much you

want me to go on?

Oh, this is extremely helpful.

Charlie Wright says "many papers are sensitive.

Won’t even let Buzhardt, Wright or Garment see". I

assume that means the President won’t. Buzhardt says

"Dash says no problem. Complete cooperation". I
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take it they mean Dash is saying he’s getting

complete cooperation from the White House. Archie

then says "we need files of people who were in the

White House. We need to know what they do." What

they do and don’t I guess what’s in the files.

When you mention Dash -- Dash wasn’t there.

~T~ey are saying that Dash said "no problem".

Right. Not talking there about the President’s

personal tape. At that point Buzhardt interrupts to

say that they may not agree to that definition. The

distinction between the President’s personal papers

and the files of people in the White House. Archie

then gives as an example Egil Krogh. But Buzhardt

says there’s no files to Buzhardt’s knowledge.

Buzhardt also says that some files were moved out of

the White House before all of this happened. And

then there’s a reference to Young. Who’s Young?

It doesn’t ring a bell.

It says here, Young: "there’s a safe there.

Not clear what’s in it". Archie says he needs to

check what’s in and not in Young’s file. Buzhardt

says these are "the President’s papers". Buzhardt

says that applies to Hunt’s files when Hunt was a

staff member. Buzhardt says it’s not clear what

happened to Colson’s files there. I assume he means

in the White House.
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What is going on here is that -- what it sort of

looked like generally is Archie was trying to find

out what files were under some sort of special

protection.

That reference to Young. That was a little bit

unclear. They were saying that -- Archie was saying

something about there being a safe?

Yes. It says -- and the notes say "Younq

underlined. Safe there -- not clear what’s in it.

A.C. needs to check what’s in and not in Young’s

file. B: These are President’s papers. B: prized

to Hunt’s files when staff member. B: says not

clear what happened to Colson’s files there. B:

Nothing in or out. Searched before no brief case.

A.C.: which files under special protection. Not

clear. But any we list would be under special

protection. B to confirm in writing." I’m just not

clear what all that means. J.V.: what lines of

response of Secret Service? B: Right to rally."    I

guess that meant Secret Service. Maybe he wrote to

them. I think that may be all that’s there. Near

the end it says Archie will send list. Want

telephone logs and management chart. Then there’s a

list of people. We’ll start with Dean then

Ehrlichman, Haldeman and work back from President.

Back to March 15. So it had a list then. It says

"Ehrlichman, Haldeman -- I think Young is one of the
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plumbers -- Dean Ehrlichman, Haldeman -- who’s MIT

here? I don’t know who that is. -- Kerin, Colson,

Combalk, Young ." We said we would write them a

letter. This is what they said. "As of now the

President would not give access to Young’s file."

They’re more confusing than that one.

Well, there’s a good bit that’s very helpful

there.

Well, it gives you a sense of what we were

talking about.

Okay, are those the major meetings that we had

talked about? We talked about Jim Flug and he was

just giving you and overview.

Right. There’s about ten pages of detailed

notes. Because that was his briefing of us.

Then the meeting with Sam Dash and Ervin and

we’ve talked about that somewhat.

Right.

The meeting with...

First the meeting with Sam Dash.

with Dash and Ervin.

Okay. And then a meeting with Peterson. You

don’t have notes of that?

Right.

And then several meetings with Elliot          "

Richardson.

Right.

Then a meeting
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Okay.

And one of the meetings with the FBI just to get

cooperation and to get clear -- there was a very

important line. And I think Archie was right to be

quite stiff back then. We needed investigators in

whom we could have complete confidence. And we met

with Ruckelshaus and then we met with high ranking

FBI officials. We were assigned one or two people

who, in effect, worked for us. But in addition we

had access to the whole Bureau. I think Archie made

a judgment that they could be trusted. And most of

the other meetings were kind of inside staff

meetings. I mean, that was going on all the time.

Okay. And I think that’s good enough. And then

if it turns out that any of those other things do

become important, we could always do that some other

time.

Yes. And I’ll keep this stuff if you have

specific questions and you could put them to me I’ll

try to dig it out.

Okay. Now, where we had left off yesterday was

just your recollections of the Saturday Night

Massacre. And I think you were in Bermuda at the

time. What do you remember about that and did you

have any contact with Archie during that time?

No. No -- I don’t even think I heard Archie’s

speech. I think I may have heard a news report about
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it. I got a call at around ten or eleven from Hank

Ruth who was very upset telling me what had happened

asking if I could get down there by Monday morning.

Which I said I would. It’s possible I spoke to

Archie. But I don’t think so.

Okay. Just last night at Nick’s Beef and Beer I

discovered that Archie watched -- I’m sorry. That’s

later on. -- the resignation of President Nixon. I

guess he watched right here at the Law School. But

that would have been later on. Okay.

I was actually, sort of, Acting Special

Prosecutor at that point because Hank Ruth had gone

off to the Aiderondacks on vacation. And Jaworski

had gone back to Texas. And they asked me if I would

come down for the month of August because nothing

much would happen (chuckling). So Jaworski came back

for a day of meetings and so forth. But stayed out

of the office...I mean, that’s jumping ahead.

Well, did you, in fact, go back on Monday then?

Yes.

Okay. And who did you see then?

I saw everybody. The staff was in a terrible

emotional state. I did not see Archie.

Was he gone by then?

I think he probably was gone. Basically what I

was trying to do was be a calming influence with Hank

and with the staff. To urge people not to quit.
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That that would just make it easier for Bork. But to

indicate willingness to proceed.

Was there a sense of widespread revolt there?

Yes. Absolutely. And there were cartons in

Archie’s office with the names of each state on

them. And telegrams sort of piled up.

Did you have any involvement with Bork or any of

those people?

No. Not really. I sat in one meeting with, I

think, Bork and Peterson. I’m not sure. Peterson

was actually appointed Special Prosecutor -- wasn’t

he for a while?

I’m not sure about that.

I’m not sure. I think he -- I think Peterson

took over the functions of the Special Prosecutor

temporarily. Anyway, I was in one meeting with him.

It was quite chaotic. I think I was not at the

meeting at which Bork and/or Peterson sort of

formally addressed the Special Prosecutor’s staff and

urged them to stay on.

Would you say it’s fair to say that the people,

the staff did end up staying really out of a sense of

loyalty to Archie? Or...

I think that was certainly a part of it. I

think part of it was a sense that they were there to

do a job that was very important to the country. So

I think it was not just personal loyalty. Yes, there
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was a real sense, I think, both Saturday night -- I

think comes through in Durham’s book -- Saturday

night and Monday that there was a sort of danger of a

kind of fascist take over. I think probably a long

way out of proportion but you understand how people

who had been under the pressure that the full time

staff had been under might feel that. So I think

people were -- I think some people were frightened.

Some people were angry. A lot of effort was made to

have the office investigative files in a place or

places where they could not be obtained and

destroyed.

Were any of them actually moved do you know?

I don’t know that first hand. I heard that --

again, I think Doyle says something about that in his

book.

Did you have any conversations with Archie

thereafter in the weeks or months shortly after the

Saturday Night Massacre?

I suppose I must have. I don’t remember in

particular. I mean, what happened was Jaworski, I

had known from the Crime Commission, and he asked me

to stay on. I’m sure I had occasional conversations

with Archie.

Were you still teaching at this point?

Yes. October into November.
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that series of events I would not have hired me for

some future major investigation that relied heavily

on my intuition (laughter). I think Archie had much

better sense. I mean, I had a funny set of roles. I

was very, sort of, central to setting it up and

getting it organized. But I knew I wasn’t going to

be one of the full time prosecutors. And sometimes

that was a hard role. You know, sort of preparing an

apparatus for somebody else to use. It was helped by

the fact that Hank Ruth had worked very closely with

me for several years on the Crime Commission. So it

was an easy transition.

And the last thing before my tape runs out which

it may anyway but -- what do you think it was about

Archie that made him a hero in Watergate even before,

really, the Saturday Night Massacre? What do you

think it was about him that appealed to the American

people and the press at the time?

I think it would have been just the contrast

between him and the Nixon crowd. I mean, somebody

who was upright and open and didn’t seem to have

hidden motivations. And I think -- to put it in

those terms -- I think he really did symbolize the

good things about the system of justice and really

you show a contrast to the dangers of abuse of the

system that was showing up.
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Okay well I think the tape is about to end so...

A couple of other things you...
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